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Adaptive sampling designs are those in which

observations made during a survey may be taken into

account when selecting the sites for further observations.

Increases in survey precision may be achieved through

adaptive procedures. The most efficient designs

incorporate flexible sample size along with sequential

selection of sites. In surveys of animal or plant

populations, adaptive sampling techniques may take

advantage of spatial tendencies associated with flocking,

schooling, or patchiness.

The framework of "sampling processes" is introduced

to deal conveniently with sampling theory and methods for

spatial point processes. A sampling process is a

stochastic process that depends on the detectability

functions associated with the survey methods as well as



on the structure of the spatial point process under study.

A realization of a sampling process consists of the

number of points of the point process that an observer

actually detects from different locations in the space.

Sampling theory and methods for spatial point processes

thus become largely a matter of studying the structure

of sampling processes. Many survey techniques for

the assessmemt of plant and animal abundance may be

analyzed within this framework.

Practical adaptive sampling strategies pursued

in this thesis include both design-unbiased and model-

unbiased adaptive sampling strategies The design-unbiased

strategy has the advantage that, even if assumptions

about the population being surveyed are incorrect,

the estimate is still unbiased and we still have an

unbiased estimate of mean square error. The model-

unbiased strategy relies for its unbiasedness on

certain assumptions made about the population model.

The key assumptions required may in fact be realistic

in many spatial survey situations with properly located

sampling sites. The two classes of adaptive strategies

are applied in modified form to bird survey and shrimp

survey methods.

The design-unbiased adaptive strategies used



on Alaska shrimp surveys are estimated to give increases

in precision of 24% and 30% over the comparable

nonadaptive procedures of the same expected sampling

effort. Higher gains of 37% and 98% are computed

to be theoretically attainable by refining the adaptive

procedures.
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ADAPTIVE SAMPLING OF SPATIAL POINT PROCESSES

1. INTRODUCTION

A spatial point process is a stochastic process

which distributes points or "objects" over a space. In

applications, the objects may represent plants or

animals, and the space is commonly two or three

dimensional Euclidean space. Point processes are thus

involved whenever the spatial pattern of such

populations is studied or their abundance estimated.

A stochastic point process can be uniquely

characterized by its factorial moment density functions,

which describe the joint distributions of the occurance

of the objects in space. Factorial moment density

functions turn out to be a convenient way for us to

work with point processes for two reasons. First, the

spatial tendencies of populations--such as the

aggregation tendencies typified by the schooling of fish,

the flocking of birds, and the patchy distributions

of plants--can be described in terms of the factorial

moment density functions. Second, factorial moment

density functions turn out to be useful in developing

the sampling theory of point processes.



To evaluate and construct sampling designs for

animal and plant populations represented by spatial

point processes, we develop the framework of

Sampling Processes. The conditional probability that

a plant or animal is detected by an observer, given

that it is there, is known as a detectability function.

The number of the plants or animals that the observer

actually detects from different sampling sites

represents an outcome of a sampling process. It can

be shown that a sampling process is itself a stochastic

process.

The properties of a sampling process depend both

on the spatial tendencies of the population represented

by the point process, as expressed by its factorial moment

density functions, and on the way the population is

observed, as described by the detectability functions

involved in a survey. Evaluating sampling methods

applied to point processes thus becomes a matter of

studying the structure of the sampling process.

Many ecological survey situations, such as

line transect methods, vegetation plots, fish surveys

with nets, and mark-recapture methods, can be viewed

in the sampling process framework. Practical questions

regarding size and shape of plots, how long to spend

at each observation site, distance between sites,
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transect lengths, mesh size of nets, choice of inference

methods, and the procedure by which sites are selected

at which to make observations all depend on the

properties of the sampling process involved. The

covariance results for sampling processes given in

Section 3 provide the tools for working with many of

these questions.

Much of this thesis is devoted to the search for

more efficient survey designs with which to estimate

the abundance or density of animals and plants.

In most classical sampling designs, the sites at

which to make observations can be preselected before

the survey starts. The statistical sampling literature

has been donfined largely to the study of such designs,

which have been termed "noninformative" (Cassel, et. al.

1977,1979). However, the aggregation tendencies of

animal and plant populations have led some investigators

to ask whether more efficient designs could be

devised, in which some of the selection choices would

be made during the survey. For example, if a school

of fish or large flock of birds is encountered, should

additional observations be made nearby?

Survey designs in which the selection of sampling

sites takes into account observations made earlier in the



same survey we call adaptive sampling designs. The

motivation behind such designs is to take advantage

of known spatial tendencies of populations in order

to gain more efficient sampling deSigns.

Our effort to construct effective adaptive

sampling strategies builds on some earlier work on

sequential designs by Zacks (1969, 1970), Solomon.

and Zacks (1970), and Basu (1969). In addition, we

have been able to build on many of the concepts

from the literature on noninformative survey designs.

The framework of a sampling process, indexed by a

collection of detectability functions, enables us to

extend some useful concepts from survey sampling

theory to the spatial sampling situation of ecological

surveys. Certain of these concepts, such as design

unbiasedness and model unbiasedness, turn out to be

very useful to our effort. We find that care must be

taken when extending some classical concepts to include

adaptive designs and to cover the wider range of

selection choices provided by detectability functions

as opposed to classical sampling units.

The theorems in Section 4 show that we can take

any noninformative design and increase its efficiency

(or at least do as well) by incorporating adaptive



selection procedures. Further, we can improve on

(or at least do as well as) any fixed sample size

design, adaptive or not, with a flexible sample size

adaptive design of the same expected sample size.

These results are examined and illustrated with

a gamma-Poisson point process giving rise to negative

binomial distributions, which have commonly been used

to model population abundances. Some very simple two-phase

adaptive designs are applied to this process.

The designs applied are simple adaptive selection

of one sample, adaptive allocation among strata,

and adaptive flexible sample size. The process is

well suited to adaptive sampling, since conditional

mean square error is a linearly increasing function

of the initially observed abundance, so that later

samples should be located near initial observations

of high abundance.

Section 5 is devoted to developing practical

adaptive survey strategies for use in the field

and where the model for the population may not be

completely known. The strategies we construct are

of two types: Design-unbiased adaptive sampling

strategies and model-unbiased adaptive sampling

strategies.



The design - unbiased strategy incorporates

randomization in the selection of sampling sites

within primary units, while adaptively basing the

sample size at each stage on the previous observations.

The efficiency of the adaptive procedure and the

determination of the optimal adaptive procedure

depend on the model for the underlying population.

Yet if an assumed model is incorrect, the strategy

may be less efficient, but the estimate of population

density will still be unbiased, and we will still

have an unbiased estimate of the mean square error.

Thus, design-unbiased adaptive sampling strategies

offer the possibility of increasing survey efficiency

by taking advantage of known spatial tendencies of

the population under study, while at the same time

offering protection against departures frOm the

assumptions.

Design-unbiased adaptive sampling is illustrated

with a design used in Alaska shrimp surveys. From the

survey data, we estimate that for a given expected

sample size, the adaptive procedures in use give increases

of 20 a1,10%,over-thecorresponding nonadaptive designs.

Higher,gains of- 370 -and 98% mould be theoretically attain-

able by refining the adaptive procedures, not considering

practical limitations of the gear used.
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The model unbiased adaptive sampling design relies

fOr its unbiasedness on certain assumptions made about

the model. The key assumption involves equal conditional

expectation at equal distances from a previous observation,

which, with properly located sampling sites, may be

quite reasonable to assume in many real survey situations.

The design is illustrated with an application

bird surveys.

Adaptive sampling designs appear to offer a

practical and theoretically attractive way to improve

survey efficiency and obtain significantly better

estimates for a given amount of effort. The most

effective adaptive strategy to use and thp gain in

efficiency it can achieve will depend on each survey

situation and what is known about the population

under study. Our approach has been to start with

conventional sampling designs of proven practical

utility and look for ways to improve them with the

incorporation of adaptive procedures.
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The primary objectives of this thesis are to develop

a notational and conceptual structure to accomodate

the sampling theory and methods for point processes,

to determine the possible ways to develop more efficient

sampling designs through the use of adaptive sampling

procedures, and to develop practical adaptive sampling

strategies. Although ecological applications are empha-

sized throughout, the results can undoubtedly be applied

to other fields as well.



2. CHARACTERIZATION OF STOCHASTIC POINT PROCESSES

A stochastic point process will be denoted

{N(A,w), Aca, wcQ}. The index set a consists of subsets

of a measure space {Q,a,11}. For any set Aca, N(A,w) is

a random variable on a probability space {Q,,P}. Each

w in the sample space Q defines a "realization",

a set function N(A,w) with domain a. This set function

N(A,w) is a counting measure, i.e., for every weQ,

(i) N(cp,w) = 0

(ii) N(AMEN+ = 0,1,2,...

(iii) If Aa. ., A.,... are mutually disjoint and

A = A
1
UA

2 '
U... then

N(A,w) = zN(A.,w).
3

In applications the set Q will commonly be R1, R2, or R3,

a the Borel subsets, and p Lesbegue measure.

As is commonly done, we will restrict attention

to point processes in which the probability of two or

more events coincident is zero, i.e. P {N(A) >2} = 6((A)),

and assume the processes are finite, i.e. P{N(A)<co} = 1

for all bounded sets A in a (11(A)<00).

A point process may be conveniently characterized

by its factorial moment density functions, which are also
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called product density functions (Fisher, 1972, Matern,

1960, Moyal, 1962). These functions describe the joint

probability density of points over the space Q.

Factorial moment density functions of point processes

are developed in the Appendix in a manner following

L. Fisher (1972). Their name stems from the identity that

for the rth order factorial moment density function,

If
r
(w

1
w
r
)dw

1
...dw

r
=E[N(A) {N(A)-1} {N(A)-r+1}].

A "
Their interpretation as probability densities of

objects in space derives from the following manner of

the rth order factorial moment density function:

For any set of points wi,...,wr in Q,

fr(wl"'"wr)dwldwr
=P

r
{one event at w1, another at w2,...,

another at w
r

}

=P
r
{dN(w1)=1,...,dN(wr)=11

where dN(w)=N(dw) and "at w" means in a region C surrounding

w and having volume p(C)=dw.

Example: If {N(A), A6a} is a simple Poisson process

with parameter A, then its factorial moment density

functions are
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f
1
(w)=A for all wEQ

f
2 '

(w v)=A2 for all w,veQ

f
r
(w w

r
)=Ar for all ..,w

r
EQ.

We will often find it useful to express the means

and covariances of point processes in terms of their

factorial moment density functions. The following

result is derived in Fisher (1972) and Barlett (1975)

and is stated here without proof.

Theorem 2.1 Let {N(A),AEa} be any point process

with first and second order factorial moment density

functions fl(w) and f2(w,v), and let A and B be any sets

in a. Then

and

EN (A) =I f1 (w) dw

A

cov (N(A),N(B)) = I f f2 (w,v)-fl(w)f (v)ldwdv
AnB AB

The function

f(w,v)=f2(w,v)-fl(w)fl(v)

will be called the second order central factorial moment

density function.
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The covariance result may also be written

cov(N(A),N(B))=II{(5(w,v)fl(w)+f(w,v)ldwdv
AB

where S(w,v) is the Dirac delta function.

The quantity {8(w,v)fl(w)+f(W,v)} is commonly referred

to as the "covariance density" of the process (Barlett,

1975, Fisher 1972, Matern 1960), since

cov (dN(w), dN(v))={8(w,v)fl(w)+f(w,v)ldwdv

The characteristic functional of a point process

may be written in terms of the factorial density functions

as shown in the theorem given after the definition:

Definition: The characteristic functional (c. fl.)

of a stochastic point process {N(A),Aca} on a measure

space {Q,a,p} is

CN (4))=E e
ifq)(w)dN(w)
a

Theorem 2.2 The characteristic functional of a

point process {N(A),Aca} with factorial moment

density functions fr(), r= l,...,co, is

icp(w.)
CN(q))=1+E -7T .1.(e

Wwl) -1)...(e 3 -1)f.(w
j=1

3 1"
wi)dwi...dwi

Equivalent generating functional results are stated

in Daley and Vere-Jones (1972), and the proof is omitted.
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Results pertaining to generating functionals of

stochastic point processes are given in Moyal (1962),

Daley and Vere-Jones (1972), and Fisher (1972).

Factorial moment density functions will be a convenient

way for us to characterize point processes for two

reasons. First,the factorial densities can meaning-

fully describe certain tendencies of the population,

such as the aggregation tendencies described below.

Second, when applying sampling methods to the populations

which are modelled by point processes, the factorial

moment density functions combine with the detectability

functions, described in the next chapter, to determine

the sampling properties of what is observed.

Many natural populations exhibit tendencies to

aggregate. The schooling behavior of fish, the flocking

tendencies of birds, and the-patchy distributions of plants

are examples. In the definitions below, a careful

distinction will benade between aggregation tend-

encies and overdispersion of point processes.

Notation: For any collection Al,...,An of sets in
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a, let. p.=E[N(A.)], i=1,...,n , p.= I E p.,
1 ni=1

and 1N(A.)=--EN(A1 .).
ni.1

Definition: A stochastic point process {N(A),Aca}

has aggregation tendencies if

1
n

E{---n
(N(Ai)-N(A.))

n1
1 > E

1

(p
i
-

2+
-1

i=1
-1.

1= n iE 1
"i

for any collection of mutually disjoint sets al,...,An

in a.

In particular, if {N(A),AEa} is a stationary

process, let Al,...,An be any collection of sets with

equal Lesbegue measure, so that the expected values are

all equal,

E[N(A1)]=. . . =E[N(An)]=psay.

Let S
2

= n-1 1
E (N(A.)-N(A.))

2

1.
1=1

Then E S 2
) >p. In other words, if the process has

aggregation tendencies, the expectation of any sample

variance is greater than the mean, where the sample

variance is computed from counts in disjoint sets from

a single realization.
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With a simple Poisson process, the expected value

of the sample variance is the variance, which equals the

mean. Since a Poisson process is often thought of as

generating events over space at "random", a process

with aggregation tendencies is one that tends to produce

patterns that are more aggregated or clumped than

random, in contrast to patterns that are more regular

or evenly spaced.

Definition: A point process {N(A),Aca} is

said to be overdispersed if var(N(A)) > E[N(A)] for

all sets A in a.

The concept of aggregation defined above more accu-

rately expresses the flocking or schooling behavior of

natural populations than does overdispersion. Aggregation

implies overdispersion, but not vice versa. An example

of a process that is overdispersed but not aggregated

would be a point process each realization of which is

a regular lattice of objects, with the number of lattice

points per unit area varying greatly between realizations.

Thus the variance could be greater than the mean, but a

sample variance computed from a single realization would

tend to be very low.
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A compound Poisson process, in which the intensity

A is a random variable which is constant over Q,

has

f
1
(w)=E(A)=X for all weQ

f(w,v)= var (A)=a 2
for all w,veQ

Such a process is overdispensed since

var (N(A))=Ifi(w)dw+fff(w,v)dwdv
A AA

=EN(A)+0
2

(11(A))
2

and so

var N(A)>EN(A).

However, the process has neutral aggregation

tendencies, since, for any disjoint Ai,...,An with

common p(A1),

r 1
E (N(Ai)-N(A.)) =E{E[nl, E q(AI)-N(A.))21A]l

li.1

=E[var(N(Ai)1A)) =E[A1.1(Ai)] =E[N(Aj)].

Territoriality tendencies of animals or plants

could give rise to processes in which for some collection

of disjoint sets Al,...,An we would have

1
(N(A. ) -fiTa7T) 2} < n11E{T.117.1. E

n-1 mi."; E Pi
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Such processes are sometimes said to exhibit "inhibitory"

tendencies between nearby objects. It has been the

experience of the author that even where such ter

ritorial or inhibitory tendencies exist, the observed

spatial data from natural populations commonly exhibit

only aggregation tendencies because the effects of

underlying habitat patchiness are stronger than the

effects of the territorial tendencies. Matern (1960)

surveyed the literature on the subject and came to

the conclusion that for most natural populations the

second order central factorial moment density function

could be modelled as a monotonically decreasing function

of distance between points, which would imply an overall

tendency toward aggregated realizations.

The following theorem shows the relationship

between aggregation tendencies and the factorial moment

density functions of a point process.

Theorem 2.3 Let iN(A),Acal be a stochastic

point process with second order central factorial moment

density function f(,). Then the following conditions

are equivalent:

i) f (,) is a nonnegative definitive function
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ii) For any disjoint sets A.,A
j

in a

I I f(w,v)dwdv+f I f(w,v)dwdv-2f I f(w,v)dwdv > 0

A.A. A.A. A.A.Ai Ai
7 1 3

iii) The processes {N(A),AEa} has aggregation

tendencies.

Proof:

i => ii: Suppose f (,) is nonnegative definite.

Then for any function y(w) with compact support we

have

ffy(w)y(v)f(w,v)dwdv > 0.

1 if weA.

Let y(w) = { -1 if wEA.

Then

0 elsewhere

I I f(w,v)dwdv+f I f(w,v)dwdv-2f I f(w,v)dwdv
A.A. A.A. A.A.Ai Ai

3 a. 3

= f y (w) y (v) f (w,v) dwdv > 0

ii => iii: Suppose condition ii is true. Let

A ,...,A
1 n

E (A. ) , r.

variance:

be any disjoint sets in a. Let ui denote

1 rdenote TJELN(A.)], and S 2 be the sample
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2
S

n-1 .

E (N(Ai)-N(A.)) 2

1=1

It can be shown algebraically that

1 n
ES

2
= n-1 1 E(1i."-")

2

-Fr-T {EvarN(11 ).-
i=1

I I cov(N(A.),N(A.))}
n-1 1i=1 j#1

We have

varNA.)=1.1.-14 f(w,v)dwdv
1 1

A.A.
1 1

and, since Ai are disjoint,

coy. (1i( A .),N(A.)) = I f(w,v)dwdv
1 3 A.A.

1 3

Thus we can write

2
=ES 111 .-17.)2+1

n-1
E(

1 n 1

+ n(n1
)

{(n-1)E1 I f(w,v)dwdv
-

A.A.
1 3

- EE1 I f(w,v)dwdvl
#A.A.

1 3

Sorting the terms within the brackets we get

(n-1) Ef I f(w,v)dwdv-EE1 I f(w,v)dwdy
A.A. #A.A.
1 1 1 3

n-1 n
E E {I I f(w,v)dwdv+f I f(w,v)dwdv
i=1 j=i+1 A.A. A.A.1 1 3 3

-21 I f(w,v)dwdvl
A.A.
1
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each term of which is greater than or equal to zero

by condition ii.

Thus

ES 2

1 /171717 E01.-
2 1

.) + EP.n j

and hence the process has aggregation tendencies.

iii => ii. Suppose N(A) has aggregation tendencies.

For any disjoint sets Al and A2,

2
2 1 2 2

(N(A.)-N(A.)) = E (

i
-17.)E -211 .E 211=1

2
2

-1)
+ .E var N(A.)

2(2
cov (NA1,NA2)

1=1

= E(p -p.) 2 1
+ EN(A.)

2

+ I I f (w, v) dwdv + I I f (w, v) dwdv
A
1
A
1

A
2
A
2

- 2 I I f(w,v)dwdv
A
1
A
2

Since the process has aggregation tendencies,

ES2
1

E01.-p .) 2 + 17,

I
nll -; E EN (Ai)

and so we have

I I f(w,v)dwdv + I I f(w,v)dwdv - 21 1 f(w,v)dwdv > 0
A
1
A
1

A
2
A
2

A
1
A2

establishing condition ii.
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ii => i: Assume condition ii. Let n be any positive

integer, al,...,an any real numbers, and wi,...,wn any

n points in Q. We wish to show that

n n
E E a.a.f(w.,w.) > 0.

i=1 j=1 1 j 1 J

Let A . ,A
n be small disjoint sets in such that

Ai contains the point wi, and has Lesbegue measure

proportional to the magnitude of a..

p(A.)
Thatis,c3=la.1, where c = E 11(A.)/ E Ia.'

J j=1 3 j=1 3

Then f I f(w.v) is approximately equal
A.A.

3_ 3

tof(w.,w.)11(A.41(A.). The smaller we choose the
3 1

Sets the e closer becomes the approximation.

Define A+ to be the union of all A.
3

,where a. > 0 and

A-tobetheunionofall A. where a. < 0.
J

Then

EEa.a.f(w.,w.) = {I f f(w v)dwdv + I I f(w,v)dwdv
1 3 1 3 c

A
+
A
+ '

A A

- I I (w v)dwdvl
A
+
A
-f

'

Since c is a positive number, the right side is > 0 by

condition ii.

Since the sum EEa.1 a.f(w.,w.) is the limit of a
3 3_ 3

sequence of such nonnegative integrals with the Ai becoming
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progressively smaller, we have

i
a
j
f(w.1 ,w ) 0

j
>

and hence f(.,.) is nonnegative definite. This completes

the proof of Theorem 2.3.

Example: Doubly stochastic Poisson process.

Doubly stochastic Poisson processes form a wide class

of point processes. The terms "doubly stochastic Poisson

process", "compound Poisson process", and "mixed

Poisson process" have been used inconsistantly in the lit-

erature; Fisher (1972) has a discussion of the term-

inology discrepencies.

A point process {N(A),Aea} on a measure space

{Q,a,p} is called a doubly stochastic Poisson process

if there exists a stochastic process {A(r), rEQ} such

that, given an outcome of the intensity process A,

{N(A),Aea} is (conditionally) a Poisson process with

intensity function {A(r), rcQ }. That is, for any

bounded set A, N(A) is conditionally a Poisson random

variable with parameter fA(w)dw and N(A) is conditionally
A

independent of N(B) if AnB = 4).

The means and covariances of a doubly stochastic Poisson

process can be expressed in terms of the mean and covariance
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functions of the underlying intensity process:

E N(A) = E{E[N(A) = E f A (w)dw
A

= I E A (w) dw
A

+ I 8 (w) dw, where e (w) =EA (w)
A

cov (N (A) ,N (B) ) =E cov (N (A) ,N (B) A)

+ cov (E[N (A) I A] ,E[N (B) j A] )

= E I A (w) dw + cov (IA (w) dw, IA (w) dw)
AnB A

= I EA (w) dw + f fcov (A (w) , A (v) ) dwdv
AnB AB

= 16 (w) dw + Ifc (w,v)dwdv
AnB AB

= II (6 (w,v) E) (w) + c (w,v) ldwdv
AB

where 8 (w) =EA (w) , c (w,v) =cov (A (w) , A (v) ) and

8 ( , ) is the Dirac delta function.

It is clear that if {N (A) ,Aca} is a doubly

stochastic Poisson point process with intensity process

{A (r) ,reQ} , then the first two factorial moment density

functions of {N (A) } are fl (w) =E[A (w) ] and f2 (w, v)

=E[A (w) A (v) ] and hence cov (A (w) ,A (v) ) =f2 (w, v) -fl (w) fl (v) .

On the other hand, if {N (A) ,Aca} is any point pro-

cess with product density functions fl (w) and f2 (w,v)

it is not always the case that (f (w,v) -fi (w) fi (v) ) qualifies
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as a covariance function for an intensity process. Hence,

not every point process has a representation as a doubly

stochastic Poisson process.

The next example constructs a class of doubly

stochastic Poisson processes that can take on a wide

range of factorial moment density functions.

Example: Doubly stochastic Poisson process with

exponentiated filtered Wiener intensity process.

The class of models developed in this example are

based on the Wiener process. The Wiener process will be

defined in terminology used by Parzen (1959) as an

orthogonal random set function which, for a given set,

has a specified normal distribution.

In the following let (Q,a,1J) be a measure and

(Q,, P) a probability space.

Definition: The family of random variables

{Z (A,w),Aca,ws2} is called an orthogonal random set

function with covariance kernal 11 if for any two

sets Al and A
2

in a,
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E[Z(A1) Z(A2)] = P(AinA2)

For example, if {Z(A)} were a simple Poisson process

with mean subtracted, then the measure u is Lesbegue

measure times the intensity parameter X. The Wiener

process is another example of an orthogonal random set

function.

Definition: A Wiener process {W(A),Aca} is

an orthogonal random set function with

W(A) - Normal (0,a 2
A))

where a 2
is a positive constant and u is Lesbegue

measure.

Now define the ("filtered white noise") process

{Y(r),RcQ} by

Y(r)=m(r) + f q(r,w)dW(w)

where q is a function such that

I q
2
(r,w)dw < 00, for all r,

and m(r) is a specified mean function. It is often
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the case that we can write q(r,w)=q(r-w).

By a theorem of Karhunen (1947) any second order

stochastic process fX(r),reQ1 with mean function m(r)

and with covariance function c(r,$) which can be

written

c(r,$) = I q(r,w) q (s,w) dw
Q

in terms of some function q, can be represented as

X(r)=m(r) + f q(r,w)dW(w)
Q

in terms of some orthogonal random set function (e.g.,

Weiner process) {w(r)}. The term "representation" is

used in its covariance or wide sense. Equivalently, any

process with a spectral density can be represented this way.

Since the Weiner process is a Gaussian process,

Y(r)=fq(r,w)dW(w) is normally distributed with

E[Y(r)] = m(r)

y(r,$)=cov(Y(r),Y(s)) = a2fq(r,w)q(s,w)dw
Q

Thus we have a simple class of processes which

can accomodate virtually any covariance function, but

{Y(r)} can not serve as the intensity process of

a doubly stochastic Poisson process because it can take

on negative values.
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Now define the process {A(r),reQ} by

A(r)=eY(r)

where m(r) is a specified mean function.

Since Y(r) = log(A(r)), A(r) is lognormally

distributed with

EA(r)=em(r)+11 y(r,r)

var A (r)=e2(m(r)+1/2y(r,r)) {ey(r,r)_1}

m(r)-05y(r,r)+M
(s)+1/2y(s,$)

{e l}coy (A(r),A(s))=e

by the properties of the lognormal distribution.

Since the lognormal process {A(r)} is non

negative, it can serve as the intensity function of a

doubly stochastic Poisson process. A wide class of

doubly stochastic Poisson processes can be represented

by models of this type. The following theorem shows

exactly how wide.

Theorem 2.4

A point process {N(A),Aca} with product density

functions f
1
(w) and f

2
(w) can be represented as a doubly

stochastic Poisson process with exponentiated

filtered Wiener intensity process if and only if the
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function g(w,v) defined by

g(w,v) = log(f2(w,v)/(fl(w)fi(v)))

is nonnegative definite.

Proof:

i) First suppose the function g(w,v) as defined in

the theorem is nonnegative definite. Then by Theorem 2A

in Parzen (1959) there exists a Gaussian process

{Y(r),reQ} with

cov (Y(w),Y(v))=g(w,v).

The mean function of {Y(r)} can be arbitrarily chosen

to be
(f (w))

2

E (Y (w) ) =log 2 log fl (w) -1/2 log f2 (w,w)
if

2
(w w)

Define the process A(r) by

A(r)=exp {Y(r)}.

Then A(r) is lognormally distributed with

EA(r)= exp {EY(r)+11 var (Y(r))1

= exp {2 log fl(r)-11 log f2(r,r)+1/2 log f2(r,r)

-1/2 log (f
1
(r))

2
1

= exp (log fl(r))

= f
1
(r)



and

cov(A(r),A(s))= exp{EY(r)+1/2y(r,r)+EY(s)

+15y(s,$)1{ey(r,$)-1}

EA(r)EA {ey(r,$)_1}
=

lo f
2
(r,$)

= (fl(r)fi(s)) {e
g

(s))-1}
1 1

f2(r,$)

fl(r)fl(s) If (r) f (s) -111 1

= f
2 '

(r s)-f
1
(r)f

1
(s)
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Thus there exists a normal process {Y(r),re4}

which by Karhunen's theorem can be represented as a filtered

Weiner process and a corresponding lognormal process

{A(r),rcQ} which can serve as the intensity process of

a doubly stochastic point process with the same mean

and covariance functions of {N(A),Aza}.

ii) Next, suppose that {N(A),Aea} is a doubly

stochastic Poisson process with intensity process

{A(r),rcQ} which is an exponentiated filtered

Weiner process, so that any finite subcollection

A(r ),...,A(rn) are jointly lognormally distributed

with



E (r )=f
1
(r.) ,

1

and

c(r.,r.3 )

cov ( A(ri), A(ri))=f2(ri,rj)-fl(ri)fl(ri).

Then let Y(r) be defined by

Y(r)= log A(r)

so that Y(r
1
),...,Y(r ) are jointly normally distri-

buted with covariance function g(ri ,r.).

Solving

c(r.,r4)=f
1 2. 3
(r.)f,(r.)(eg(ri'rj)-1)

for g(ri,rj) gives

f (ri ,r.3 )
2

g(r.,r.3 )=log

f
1 i L 3
(r)fl(r.)
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which is nonnegative definite since it is a covariance

function. This completes the proof.
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3. SAMPLING PROCESSES

When a realization of a stochastic point process

is sampled or observed, what is detected depends both

on what is there and on the way it is observed.

Let {N(A),Aca} be the point process under study, where

a are the Borel subsets of a space Q. The events

actually detected by an observer at location r form

a new stochastic point process {Nr*(a) Aca}. Note that

r is a point in a space Q, which may be multidimensional.

For any region A in Q, Nr*(A) is a random variable

representing the number of events from the original

process that are detected in A by the observer at r.

Thus for every point r in Q we have a new stochastic

point process defined over the whole space Q.

Define S(r) fdNr*(w). S(r) is the (random) number
Q

of events seen by an observer at location r. The collec-

tion of random variables {S(r),rcQ} will be called

a sampling process.

The sampling process is based on a set of detec-

tability functions {gr(.),reQ} ranging over the space

Q, as well as indexed by it. gr(w) is the conditional

probability, given an event at w, that it is detected by

an observer at r. More generally, we could have the
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sampling process {S(x),xEX} indexed by a set x of

design variables. The detectability functions gx() as-

sociated with the sampling process are also indexed by

the set x of design variables. An element XEX could

consist of the vector of location coordinates associated

with the center of a plot defined by gx(), or x could

contain additional components representing length of

time spent at a site and other factors. The set X

indexes the collection of the samples that could be

taken. In the simplest case, corresponding to

classical sampling theory, x could consist of the labels

of a finite number of plots.

It is not hard to show that a sampling process

{S(x),xex} is indeed a stochastic process satisfying

the symmetry and consistency conditions of Kolmogorov's

theorem. The advantage to us of setting up the sampling

process framework is that the sampling theory

for point processes then becomes a matter of studying

the structure of the sampling process. Factorial moment

density functions, along with the detectability functions,

turn out to provide a convenient way to express the mean

and convariance structure of sampling processes. The sam-

pling process framework applies to survey situations
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such as the following:

(1) In plant ecology and studies of sessile

animals, every individual within each "plot" can be

counted. Here gr(w)=1Ar(w), the indicator function of

the set A
r
, which can be indexed by its center or by

its shape and orientation also.

(2) The concept of detectability functions devel-

oped in the analysis of line transect surveys of animals

(Seber, 1977). The detectability function is laterally

symmetric about a line of length t. The function is equal

to unity along the line and decreases away from the line.

(3) Bird surveys in which the observer stands for

a fixed period of time at each survey site, counting the

number of individuals he or shersees or hears. The

detectability function is radially symmetric, decreasing

from 1 at the center (Ramsey and Scott, 1979).

(4) Trawl surveys for fish or other marine

organisms are done by towing a net for a given distance

underwater, then calculating "area swept" from the dimen-

sions of the net and distance towed. The detectability

function is over either two or three dimensional, space.

It is less than or equal to one over the region covered

by the net and depends on the mesh size of the net, the

size of the fish and other factors.
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(5) In the estimation of animal abundance, much

of the methodology can be viewed as an effort to estimate

the detectability function g() and hence the pop-

ulation N(A) within a region A by an estimator such as

N (A)
S (x )

f g w) dw

Mark-recapture inference is of this type, for which

g() is assumed constant over the study area and

number marked in sampleg=
number marked in population

In line transect studies, estimation of g(') is

based on frequencies of distances of sightings from

the observer together with the assumption that g is unity.

the path of the observer.

Fisheries methods of regressing catch per unit effort

against effort in effect estimate g(.) from the slope

(catchability) and hence give estimates of original

population size.
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3.1 Means and covariances of sampling processes.

The means and covariances of sampling processes

will be worked out first with the underlying point

process a doubly stochastic Poisson process, since the

parameters are particularly interperable in that case.

It is then shown that the results generalize to any

stochastic point process.

If {N(A),Aca} is a doubly stochastic Poisson

process with intensity process {A(r),reQ }, then

given any sample function of the intensity process,

{Nr *(A),Aca} is a non-stationary Poisson process with

intensity gr(w)A(w) at point w,wcQ.

Theorem 3.1.1 The mean, covariance and variance

functions of a sampling process {S(r),reQ} based on

detectability functions {gr(w),r6Q,w6Q} and the

doubly stochastic Poisson process {N(A),Aca} with

intensity process {A(r),rcQ} are given by

i) E{S(r)} = igr(w)8(w)dw
Q

ii)

cov(S(r),S(t)) = fgr(w)gt(w)0(w)dw
Q

+ ffgr(w)g (v)c(w,v)dwdt
QQ

for r t
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iii) var (S (r) ) = Igr (w) A (w) dw

where

and

f fgr (w) gt (v) c (w, v) dwdt

44

e (w) = E{/1(w) }

c (w,v) = cov (A (w) ,A (v) )

Proof : Condition on the intensity process to get

E{S (r) } = E{ldN * (w) }

= E{E[f dNr* (w) A]}
Q

Using the Poisson nature of the process {Nr *(A)}

conditional on A, we find that

E{IdNr* (w) A} = fgr (w) A (w)dw
Q

so that

E{S (r) } = E{fgr(w)A (w)dw}
Q

fEgr (w) A (w) dw

Q

= f gr (w) e (w) dw.

Q

ii) By conditioning on the intensity process we get



Here

cov (S(r),S(t)) = E{cov (S(r),B(t)IA)1

+ cov (E[S(r)IA],E[S(t)1A])

cov(S(r),S(t)IA) = cov(IQdN
r
*(w),Qt.IdN.*(w)1A)

= Ifcov(dNr*(w),dNt*(v)(A)
QQ
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Because of the Poisson nature of the processes

condition on A,

cov (dNr*(w),dNt*(v)IA) = 0 when v w, since the

occurence of events at w and v are independent.

But when v=w,

E{ dNr* (w) dNt* ( )1A1 = P{dN(w) = 1 and it is

detected from both r and tJA}

= P{dN(w) = P{dNr*(w) = 11dN(w) = 1}

.P{dN
t
*(w) = lidN(w) = 11

assuming conditional independence of detections from

different locations.

Thus we can write

E{dNr*(w)dNt*(w)1A1 = A(w)dwgr(w)g (w)

Similarly, EldNr*(w)1A1 A(w)dwgr(w)
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Thus,

I f cov (dNr*(w) , dNt* (v) I A)
QQ

= I f fgr (w) gt (w) A (w) dw-gr (w) gt (w) (A (w) ) 2 (dw) 2}
w=v

= fgr (w) gt (w) A (w) dw

and so

E{cov (S (r) ,S (t) IA)} = fgr (w) gt (w) e (w) dw

Further,

E{S (r) IA} = IE{dNr*( ) I A}

= fgr (w) A (w) dw

so that

Coy (E[S(r) IA], E[S (t) I A] )

= f f gr (w) gt(v) coy (A (w) A (y) ) dwdv

44

= f f gr (w) gt(v) c (w,v)dwdv

QQ

completing the proof of part ii.

iii) The proof follows the derivation of cov (S (r) ,S (t) )

except that here r=t so that
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EidNr* (w) dNr* ( ) Al

= P{dN(w)=11A} P {dNr*(w)=11dN(w)=11

= A (w) dwgr (w)

Thus, with r=t,

E cov(S(r),S(t) IA) = E var(S(r) I A)

= fg (w) (w) dw
r

Further, with r=t,

cov (E[S(r)1A], E[S(t)IA]) = var (S(r)1A)

which, in accordance with the proof of part ii) gives

var (S(r) 1A) =
Qfigr(w)gr(v)c(w,v)dwdv4

completing the proof.

If the doubly stochastic Poisson process

{N(A),Aca} is stationary, then E{A(w)} = e for all

wcQ, and c(w,v)=h(w-v), where w-v refers to vector subtrac-

tion. The process is called "isotropic" if in addition

the covariance function c(,.) is radially symetric, in

which case c (w,v)=k ( I w-vi) . The next corollary follows

immediately from the preceding theorem and corollary.
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Corollary 3.1.2. The mean and covariance functions

of the sampling process {S(r),rsQ} based on detectability

functions {gr(w),reQ,w6Q} and a stationary doubly stochastic

Poisson process {N(A),Aea} with (stationary) intensity pro-

cess {A(r),rcQ} are given by

i) E{S(r)} = efg
r
(w) dw

ii) coy (S (r) ,S (t) ) = Ofgr (w) gt (w) dw

+ f fgr (w) gt (v) c (w, v) dwdv.

44

iii) var (s(r)) = efg
r
(w) dw + ffg

r
(w) g (v)c(w,v)dwdv

The proof is immediate from the above Theorem and

Corollary.

The preceding results can be generalized to any point

process, not just a doubly stochastic Poisson process.

Theorem 3.1.3. The mean, covariance, and variance

functions of a sampling process {S(r),rEQ,wEQ} and a point

process {N(A),Aea} with product density functions fl(w) and

f2(w,v) are given by

i) E{S (r) f gr (w) (w) dw

ii) cov (S (r) S (t) ) = fgr (w) gt (w) f1 (w) dw

+ Ifgr (w) gt (v) f (w,v)dwdv , r#t
Q4
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iii) var (S (r) ) = fgr (w) fl (w) dw

+ ffgr(w)gt(v) f (w, v) dwdv

where f (w,v) =f2 (w,v) -fi (w) f (v)

Proof. i) We will condition on the occurance of

an event at each location. The condition dN (w) =1 means

N (dw) =1, that is, lim N (dw) =1.
dw÷ 0

We have,

E{S (r) } = fEdN * (w)
r

= fE{E[dN
r
*( )Idn(w)]}.

Since dN (w) is either 0 or 1,

E[dNr* (w) I dN (w) ] = dN(w) P{dNr* (w) =1 I dN (w) =1}

= dN (w) g (w)

so that

E{S (r) } = fgr (w) EdN (w)

fgr(w)fl(w)dw

ii) Again we will condition on the occurance of

events at specific locations to get
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cov (S (r) ,S (t) ) = ffcov (dNr* (w) ,dNt* (v) )

= f f {E[cov (dNr* (w) , dNt* (v) I dN (w) ,dN (v) ) ]

+ cov (E[dNr* (w) I dN (w) ] , E[dNt* (v) I dN (v) ] ) }

Detections of events from different locations are

assumed to be conditionally independent, so for rat,

cov (dN r* (w) ,d
Nt

* (v) dN (w) ,dN (v) ) = 0.

Further, E[dNr* (w) I dN (w) ] = dN (w) gr (w)

so that

cov (E[dNr* (w) I dN (w) ] , E[dNt* (v) I dN (v) ] )

= cov (dN (w) gr (w) ,dN (v) gr (v) )

gr (w) gr (v) cov (dN (w) ,dN (v) )

But the covariance density we know is

cov (dN (w) ,dN (v) ) = {b (w,v) (w) +f (w,v) } dwdv

so that

cov (S (r) ,S (t) ) =f f { 6 (w, v) f (w) +f (w, v) }dwdv

completing part (ii) of the proof.
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iii) Conditioning on the existence of events as before,

var (S (r) ) = f f cov (dNr* (w) , dNr* (v) )

= If {E[cov (dNr* (w) , dNr* (v) I dN (w) ,dN (v) ) ]

+ cov (E[dNr* (w) I dN (w) ] ,E[dNr* (v) I dN (v) ] )

When r=t, detections by the observer of events at

different locations (wv) are assured to be conditionally

independent, so for

cov (dNr* (w) ,dNr* (v) I dN (w) , dN (v) ) = 0.

When w=v, however,

E[dNr* (w) dNr* ( ) I dN (w) ]

=dN (w) P{dNr* (w) =11 dN (w) =l }

=dN (w) gr (w)

Taking the expectation,

E{E[dNr* (w) 2 I dN (w) ] } = gr (w) EdN (w)

Also,

gr (w) fl (w) dw

E[dNr* (w) dN (w) ] = dN (w) P{dNr* (w) =1 I dN (w) =1}

dN (w) g (w)
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Since dN (w) is either 0 or 1, E (dN (w) )
2

= E (dN (w) )

so E (E[dNr* (w) dN (w) ] ) 2 = (gr (w) ) 2E (dN (w) ) 2

gr
2

(w) fl dw

Thus we have

II E cov (dNr * (w) ,dNr* (v) I dN (w) ,dN (v) )

4Q

I f fgr (w) fl(w) -gr
2

(w) f1(w) }clww=v

Further,

cov (E[dNr* (w) I dN (w) ] ,E[dNr* (v) I dN (v) ] )

= cov (dN (w) gr (w) , dN (v) , gr (v) )

= gr (w) gr (v) cov (dN (w) ,dN (v) )

Thus we have

var(S(r)) = ff{gr(w)fl(w)-(g ( ) )

2f
(.4)

1
QQ

+ (gr (w) ) 2f1 (w) +gr (w) g (v) f (w,v) }dwdv

= fgr (w) (w)dw + figr(w)gr (v) f (w,v)dwdv
44

completing the proof.
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With a stationary process, fl(w)=8, so

var (S(r)) = Igr(w)dw + fig (v)f(w,v)dwdv

and, for rat,

cov (S(r),S(t)) = Igr(w)gt(w)dw + ifgr(w)gt(v)f(w,v)dwdv.

3.2 Cross-covariance functions between two sampling processes

Two cases will be treated--in the first, several

populations, e.g. several species, are being observed on a

survey. In the second, we have two or more observers sep-

arately observing the same population.

Theorem 3.2.1. Let {N(A),Aca} i=1,...,n be n

stochastic point processes with respective product density

functions f (w) and f
2 '
(w v). Let N

r
*
i
(A) denote the1

number of events in A detected by an observer at r

with associated detectability function gri(').

Let the sampling process iS
i
(r),reQ1 be defined by

S
i
(r) = fdN

r
*
i
(w) for i=1,...,n.

Q

For any two sampling processes, i=j, the cross

covariance function is given by

cov (Si(r),Sj(t)) = figri(w)gtj(v)fij(w,v)dwdv

where
13 dN3 ) ) .
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Proof. Condition on outcomes at specific locations

to get

rcov(S . ( ) ,S, (t) ) = coy (IdN
r
*
i
(w) ,

t
*
j

(v) )

= ficov (dN
r
*
i '

(w) dN
tj

(v) )

= f f {E coy (dN
r
*
i
(w)

t
*
j
(v) 1dN. (w)

3
(v) ) }

+ cov(E[dNr*i(w)IdNi(w),dyv)],E[dNtj(v) dNi(w),dNj(v)])

We will assume that detections of different species

are conditionally independent, so that

Next,

cov (dN
r
*
i
(w) ,dN

t
*
j
(v) dN. (w) ,dN . (v) ) = 0

E[dNr*i (w) 1 dNi (w) , (v) ] = E[dNr*i (w) 1 dNi (w) ]

= dNi (w) P{dNr*i (w) =11 dNi (w) =1}

= dN. (w) g
ri

(w)

so that

coy (Si (r) , sj (t) ) = f fcov (gri(w)dNi(w) ,g (v)
3

(v) )

= f fgri(w) gt (v) cov (dNi (w) , (v) )

= f fgri (w) gt (v) fib (w,v)dwdv
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completing the proof.

Corollary 3.2.2. If the processes {Ni(A),Aea} i =l,...,n

in the above theorem are doubly stochastic Poisson processes

withrespectiveintensityprocesses{A.(r),reQ},i=1,...,n,

then the cross covariance function between two different

processes is given by

cov (Si(r),S (t)) = ffgri(w)g (v) cov (Ai(w),Aj(v)dwdv

Proof. Using the result of the previous theorem

we note that for two doubly stochastic Poisson processes,

cov (dNi(w),dlii(v))=E(dNi(w)dlij(v)]-EdNi(w)EdNi(v)

we find by conditioning on Ai that

E[dNi(w)] = EfE[dNi(w)1Ai]}

= E[Ai(w)dw]

Also,

E[dNi(w)dt4j(v)] = EfE[dNi(w)dyv)1Ai,Ajn

= E{PidNi(w)=1 and dyv)=11Ai,Aill

= E[Ai(w)Aj(v)dwdv]

since the two processes are conditionally independent

Poisson processes given their respective intensities.
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Thus

cov (dNi(w),dNi(v))

= E[Ai(w)Ai(v)dwdv]-EAi(w)dwEAj(v)dv

= cov (Ai(w),Ai(v))dwdv

and the corollary follows from the theorem.

The case with several observers sampling a real-

ization of a single point process will be treated next.

Theorem 3.2.3. Let {S (r),reQ},i=1,...,n

be n sampling processes with associated detectability

functions {gri(w),reQ,wcW,i=1,...,n corresponding

to n different observers sampling a single point

process {N(A),Aca} with factorial moment density functions

f
1
(w) and f2(w,v). Then the cross covariance function

for any two of the processes (ij) is given by

cov Si (r) , s .

3
(t) ) = f g

a.r(w)gti (w) (w) dw

+

44
ffg .(w)g

t3
.(v)f(w,v)dwdv

where f (w, v) =f2 (w, v) -fi (w) f (v) .
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Proof. When the observer locations are different,

r=t, the result follows immediately from Theorem 2.1.3 (ii)

which gave the covariance function for a sampling

process with a single observer at two different locations.

The only difference here is that the detectability functions

are indexed by observer as well as location.

Condition on the occurance of events as before

to get

cov (S(r),S(t))=ff{E cov (dN
r 3
*.(w),dN.*

t
(v)IdN(w),dN(v))

+ cov (E[dN
r
*
i
(w)IdN(w)],E[dNt 3*.(v)IdN (v)]1

The only difference between the proof of Theorem

3.1.3, in which i=j, and this theorem in which ij

occurs in the term E[dN
r
*
i
(w)dN

t
*
j
(w)IdN(w)].

For two different observers ij at locations r and t,

E[dNr*i (w) dNt* (w) I dN (w) ] = dN (w) P{dNr*i (w) =1

and dNt*i (w) =1 I dN (w) }

= dN(w)Pr{dN(w)=1 and its detected by observer

i at r and by observer j at t}

= dN (w) Pr{dN (w) =1}P{dNr*i (w) =1 I dN (w) =11P { dNt*i (w) =1(

dN (w) =1, dNr*i (w) =1}
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= dN (w) f 1 (w) gri (w) P{dNt*i (w) =11 dN (w) =1, dNr*i (w) =11

Detections of the same event from two locations are

assumed conditionally independent as before. When

r=t, we can still assume conditional independence for

detections by two different observers, but not for the

same observer i=j, so that

P{dNt*j (w) =11 dN (w) =1, dN
r
*
i
(w) =1}

g
ri

(w) when ij

1 when i=j

Thus for ij,

ffE cov (dN
r
* (w),dN

t
*
j
(v)IdN(w),dN(v))

ffgri(w)gri(w)EdN(w)

-ffgri(w)gri (w) E (dN (w) )
2 2

f gri (w) gri (w) fl (w) dw

so that

cov (Si(r),Si(t))=fgri(w)gti(w)fl(w)dw

+ffgri(w)gti(v)f(w,v)dwdv

completing the proof.
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In other words, when sampling several populations,

the cross correlations depend only on the underlying

cross correlations between the populations; but when

several observers study a single population, the cross

correlations depend also on how much the survey sites

"overlap".

3.3 Interpretation of detectability functions as probability

density functions

For a given product density function (or intensity

covariance function) f(w,v), one could in principle

compare the variances and covariances resulting from

different detectability functions- that is, from

different shaped plots, different length of transects,

different times spent at census sites, or different

net mesh sizes. However, it is often difficult or

intractable to analytically compute figr(w)gt(v)f(w,v)dwdv.

In this case a useful result is obtained by interp-

reting the detectability functions as probability

density functions.

Let ar= fgr (w)dw denote the effective area observed

Qfrom location r. Let h (w)= g
r
(w

) so that h(w) integrates
r

to 1.
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So ffgr(w)gt(v)f(w,v)dwdv

=a
r
a
t
fff(w,v)h

r
(w) ht (v) dwdv

=a
r
a
t
E[f(W,V)]

where W and V are independent random variables with

probability density functions hr and ht respectively.

Matern (1960) suggested a Monte Carlo method for com-

paring vegetation plots of different shapes, and the

approach generalizes to our case with detectability

functions. Generate random samples w1,...,wn,

vi,...,vn of locations from the probability density

functions h
r
and h

t
respectively. Then

1
.1771- E f(w.,v.a. ) gives an unbiased estimate of
1=1

hr (w) h (v)f(w,v)dwdv.

If the density function f(w,v) is a covariance

function c() which is a radially symmetric, monoton-

ically decreasing function of the distance lw-vi between

points, then ffg
r
(w)g

t
(v)c(w,v)dwdv=a

2E c(d),

where the random variable D=1W-V1 is the distance between

two points selected independently from the distributions

h
r
and h

t.
Then we have

var S(r) = efgr(w)dw + ffgr(v)c(lw-vpdwdv=6a+a
2
E[c(D)]
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where D is the distance between two points chosen indep-

endently at random from the distribution with probability

density function h
r

Suppose the covariance function c() of a stationary

process is monotonically decreasing, as is commonly found

in ecological applications (Matern, 1960).

Then, since

E[c(D)] = fc(lw-vi)hr(w)h (v)dwdv,

E[c(D)] will be large when the detectability function

gives a high probability Of independent detections close

together, that is, h (w)h(v) is large where c(lw-v1)

is large. Thus, for example, a long rectangular plot

would give lower variance than a square plot of the same

area, as plant ecologists have found experimentally.

3.4 Inference with sampling processes

The foregoing covariance results for sampling

processes provide the essential considerations for the

practical choices that must be made in any spatial

sampling plan, including shape of the detectability funct-

ions or plots, how many survey sites, how long to spend

at each survey site, mesh size of nets, how far apart
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to space the sites or how to locate the sites.

The procedure by which observation locations are

chosen is called the "design" of the survey and will be

dealt with more fully in the next section. This

section considers the estimation and prediction problems

based on observations

S(rl),...,S(rk) with the locations rl,...,rk given. It

will be seen that the sampling process viewpoint readily

enables familiar estimation and prediction results

to be applied to the practical choices to be made in

spatial sampling of point processes.

3.4.1 Estimation of mean density

Suppose we want to estimate the mean density e=f1(w)

of a stationary point process fN(A),Asal from k obser-

vations S(r1),...,S(ric) which are made with associated

detectability functions g (-).
ri

e is unknown, but the detectability functions gr()

or at least the effective areas fg (w)dw will be for pre

sent purposes assumed known.

we have

E(S(r))= Bfgr(w)dw



var (S(r))=efgr(w)dw+ffgr(w)gr(v)f(w,v)dwdv

cov (S(r
i

) S(r
j
))=efg .(w)g .(w)dw

In matrix notation, let

S(r
1

)

Y=(

S (r

+ffgri(w)gri(v)f(w,v)dw

grl(w)dw

X=( . )

grk (w) dw

v..v
11' lk

V=[ . . ]

vkl' vkk

where v.. denotes cov (S(r.),S(r.)).

Our model is

E(Y)=X8

with

54

cov (Y) =V

Since the variance is a function of the mean,

Gauss-Markov results do not generally give a best estim

ator of 0. Under certain conditions, however,

the function

=oc v -
(e)x) lx v (9) Y

will be independent of 0, and hence give us a
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uniformly minimum variance unbiased estimator of 6.

This is true in particular if the covariances can

be written

vii (8) = h (8)v.*.
1 3

where v
i
*
j

is a known quantity that depends on i and j

but h(0) is not a function of the i,j.

Then

-1 -1
0=-(x v* x) x V* Y

and does not depend on 0.

In terms of a sampling process {S(r),rEQ },

for which

cov (S(r),S(t))=eigr(w)gt(w)dw+fIgr(w)gt(v)f(w,v)dwdv

suppose that the product density function f(w,v)

is proportional to the density 0, that is,

f(w v)=8k(w,v)

where k is a known function which does not depend on 0.

Then

cov (S (r) ,S (t) ) =0 { fgr (w) gt (w) dw+f fgr (w) gt (v) k (w,v) dwdv}

Two examples of point processes with this property

will be given.
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Example 1. (Simple Poisson). For the simple Poisson

process with intensity e, f(w,v)=0 for all w,v. Thus

cov (S(r),S(t))=8fgr(w)gr(w)dw r=t

var (S(r))=8fgr(w)dw

Example 2. (Gamma Poisson) Let {N(A),Aea} be a doubly

stochastic Poisson process with the intensity process

{A(r),rEQ} such that the quantity G(A)=fA(w)dw has
A

a gamma distribution with scale parameter 6 and shape

parameter afdw=ap(A) and for disjoint sets A and B,
A

G(A) and G(B) are independent. Let the detectability

functions be set so that S(r)=N(Ar), that is, gr()=1Ar(

Then

var (N(A)=a6fdw+var (fA(w)dw)
A A

=11(A) 03211( )

=c031-1(A) (1+6)

Setting e=a8 we get

var (N(A))=8p(A) (1+6)

cov (N(A) ,N(B))=8 f dw + f dw
AnB AnB
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= e{ f dw} (1+6)
AnB

Note that the observation S(r)=N(ar) has a

negative binomal distribution with parameters

ap(Ar) and IS (Johnson and Kotz, 1969).

With either of the above examples, suppose obser-

vations are taken so that the covariances between

different observations are zero. For example in the case

of set indicator detection functions, suppose disjoint sets

Ak are observed.

Then
k (p(A)) 2 -1

k p(Ai)N(Ai)

e=
{bleu 1

(Ai) (1+13) (Ai) (11-(3)

k
E N(Ai)

i=1
k
E p(Ai)

i=1

E S(ri)

E P(Ari)

More generally, whenever variances are proportional

both to mean intensity e and to effective area observed

fgr(w)dw, and covariances are zero, then the best

estimator to use will be
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k
E S(ri)

i
e =

E fg (w) dw
ri

In practice, the applicability of the above

assumptions may be only approximate.

The next example is of a process whose covariances are

not proportional to mean intensity.

Example 3. (Exponentiated filtered Wiener Poisson).

Consider the doubly stochastic Poisson process of the

example with exponentiated filtered Wiener intensity

process {A(r),rEQ }. Then, by our earlier derivation,

and

cov (S(r),S(t)) = 8fgr(w)gt(w)dw

+0
2fig

r t
(v)k(w,v)dw

var (S(r)) = 8fgr(w)dw+82flgr(w)gt(v)k(w,v)dwdv

1/2

where 0=ell
+0 2

and k(w,v)=ea2p(w,v) -1

in which p(w,v) is the correlation between X(w) and

X(t) in the Gaussian process {X(r),reQ} on which the log-

normal intensity process is based.
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Except for the degenerate case in which p(w,v) is

zero for all c# v the above covariance expressions are

not proportional to a function of 8 which does not depend

on r and t. Hence, no uniformly minimum variance

unbiased linear estimator will exist.

However, for given functions gr(w) and k(w,v),

coy (S(r),S(t))lim
2

1
64-00 ffgr(w)gt(v)k(w,v)dwdv

so that, with a sufficiently large mean intensity,

it might be reasonable to assume the variances and

covariances are proportional to 8 2
. If in addition

the covariances of different observations are approx-

imately zero, it might be reasonable to use the

estimator

k
2 -1 Sr.)fg (w)dw(fgr. (w)dw) (1

r.
1

6=i.
1 1ffgr(w)gr (v)k(w,v)dwdv {

i 1 ffg
r r

(w)g (v)k(w,v)dwdv
i i

=. . =. .

a.

The intensity covariances are no greater than

the variance by Schwarz's inequality so that

k(w,v) < k(w,w)

and hence
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f igr (w) gr (v)k(w,v)dwdv < k(w,w) (fgr. (w) dw)
2

1 1

If the variance of S(r) were proportional to the

square of the effective area observed, then the best est-

imator would be

k S(ri)
= E

11.

fg
r

(w)dw=.
1

However, this estimator would be optimal only in the

limiting case with 8 very large and correlations

very nearly one within each survey plot.

Thus, for example, if a survey consisted of k line

transects of different lengths, the best estimator to use

would depend on how much the variance of the underlying

process increased with increased transect length.

Since the estimator consists of some form

of weighted average of the observations S(r,), it

will have lowest variance if cov (S(r ),S(r
i
)) is

small for all i and j. If the underlying covariance

density is a monotonically decreasing function of distance,

then the lowest variance estimator will be obtained
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by taking observations at sites as far apart as possible.

3.4.2. Prediction.

Prediction of N(A) from observations S(ri),...,S(rk)

at locations rl,...,rk is the inference problem that

is most applicable to the aims of many real studies.

In ecological surveys, this amounts to assessing.the

abundance of animals or plants in a region, based on

observations made within the region. The viewpoint

of sampling inference taken here is that which Cassel,

et.al. (1977) term "superpopulation models: prediction

using tools of classical statistical inference."

Note that we can view the problem as predicting

S(r
k+1

) from S(
rl

),...,S(r ) where S(r
k+1

) has assoc-

iated with it the detectability function y*), the

indicator function of the set A, so that S(r
k+1

)=N(A).

A better word than "prediction" would perhapsbe "projec-

tion",_since the prediction is over-space rather than time.

The essence of the problem is to project from the

observations to a wider region in the same realization,

though properties of the process itself, e.g. covariance

structure, are also used in making the prediction.
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With linear prediction, the object is to find a

linear predictor

N(A)=b
o
+b

1
S(r

1
)+... b

k
S(r

k
),

of N(A) with the properties:

E(N(A))=E(N(A))

and E(N(A)-N(A))2 is minimized. Write

b=(b
1

...,b
k

) S=(S(r
1
),. .,S(r

k
)) C=cov(N(A),S),

V=cov (S). Then the solution to the minimization

problem is

b=V-1 C

and b
o
=EN(A)-b E(S).

The minimum value of the prediction error variance is

a2p=var (N(A))-C V1C.

One approach to sampling design would be to choose

the locations ri,...,rk for the observations which

maximize the quantity C V-1C and hence minimize 62p.

For example, consider the case k=2, where N(A) is

predicted from S(r
1
),S(r

2
).

Assume v
11
=v

22
=v

2
, say, so that

1 P12
V=v

2

(p12 1



Then

Also, assume c
1
=c

2
=c, say, so that

b

C = c(1,1) .

v (l+p12)

If var(N(A)) =a2 and we write c=pa2, then

2c
2

2a2p =a2_ 2 2p
= a2(1v (l+p12) 1+P12
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This is small if pL is large and P12 is small, i.e.,

if the observations are highly correlated with N(A)

yet have low correlation with each other. Thus, if the

covariance density of the process were radially

decreasing, we would want to locate the sampling sites

r and r
2

inside the region A and away from the boundary

of A, to enhance the correlation between each S(ri)

and N(A). Yet subject to this constraint, we would

want to space r/ and r2 far apart from each other

to minimize cov(S(r1),S(r2)).
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4. ADAPTIVE SAMPLING

The procedure by which we select the locations

at which to make observations of a point process is

called the sampling design. More generally let the set

of possible detectability functions through which we

may make observations be indexed by a set X . An

element xex may be a vector with components desig-

nating the location coordinates of sampling sites. The

vector x may also have additional elements representing

such factors as size and shape of a plot, transect

length, or time to be spent at the site. Such factors

affect the effective area observed and the covariance

structure of the observations. Many of these factors

are subject to choice as part of the sampling design.

A sampling process depends of the detectability

functions involved, but instead of the cumbersome

notation S(gx(.)) we can write. S(x) for the observation

using the detectability function gx(). Thus the sampling

process S(x),x6X1 is itself indexed by the set X of

design variables.

In applications often some aspects of the detectability

functions are unknown and must be estimated. Factors

such as location of site, size and shape of vegetation
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plots, and time spent at a site are,however, known and

subject to choice. The simplest case is the one that

corresponds'to classical finite population sampling

theory, in which the study area is partitioned into

N plots or units and the set x consists of the

collection {1,2,...,N} of labels for the units.

For convenience in this section we will sometimes

refer to the design indices x as "locations" or "sites"

even though other factors may be involved.

If the procedure for selecting sampling sites is

independent of the outcomes of the observations made

at previously selected sites in the survey, the design

is called "noninformative" (Cassel, et al 1977). In this

case the design is simply a probability measure P on the

collection X of possible sampling sites; P(x) is the

probability of selecting site x. For a sample size k,

the design P is a probability measure on X k.

A sampling design in which the procedure for selecting

sampling sites may take into account the observations at

previously selected sites will be called a sequentially

adaptive or simply an adaptive sampling design. In

this case the selection probabilities on X must be

specified conditional on the previous outcomes.
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Practical motivation for adaptive sampling designs

arises in applications such as ecological survey situat-

ions in which the flocking behavior of birds, the schooling

tendencies of fish, or the patchy distribution of plants

have led investigators to ask whether more efficient

use of sampling effort could be achieved by adaptively

varying sampling strategies in response to observed

abundances during the course of a survey. For example,

it may seem desirable to select the later sites near sites

where high abundance was encountered.

In addition to adaptively allocating the sampling

effort within the survey area, we can also consider letting

the sample size itself depend on observations made

during a survey. Motivation for a survey design of

flexible sample size would arise for example in periodic

surveys of a migratory bird species. When high abundance

is encountered, it may make sense to continue the

survey longer to more accurately assess the number

present. At times of low encountered abundance, a much

briefer survey may be adaquate.

The statistical sampling literature has been con-

cerned primarily with noninformative designs, with

the result that the survey methods available to a

practitioner are essentially limited to nonadaptive
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designs. Some authors, however, including Basu (1969),

Zacks (1970), and Solomon and Zacks (1970), have recog-

nized that the best possible sampling designs would in

theory be sequentially adaptive.

Zacks (1969) showed that the optimal sampling design

from a Bayesian point of view is a sequentially adaptive

one with purposive (rather than random) selection.

He described the procedure for defining a sequentially

optimal design of fixed sample size, and gave some suffic-

ient conditions under which a nonadaptive ("single phase")

design would be as good.

Interesting as these results are, their applic-

ability has been limited for two reasons. (1) Determin-

ation of the sequentially optimal design and of the Bayes

estimator requires a fully specified model or prior

distribution, something that is rarely available in

practice. (2) Deriving the sequentially optimal choices

can be a formidable task, even with a highly simplified

artificial example. The task requires virtually list-

ing out every possible scenario of possible selection

choices together with the associated conditional mean

square errors or risk functions.

For practical purposes, the key question may not be

optimality, but whether in a specific situation an adaptive
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design can offer a significant improvement over the

corresponding nonadaptive design that would otherwise be

used. We will be examining this question case by case

with a number of examples and applications of adaptive

designs.

The following theorems will help clarify the ways

in which we stand to gain from the use of adaptive pro-

cedures. The theorems are intended to extend the previous

results on adaptive sampling designs as well as to put

them in the form most usable to us for our endeavor to

develop practical adaptive designs.

Lemma 4.1 affirms that we can improve on (or at

least do as well as) the best noninformative design of

fixed sample size by applying adaptive selection at even

just one step during the procedure. The necessary and

sufficient condition for the noninformative design to

be as good becomes evident from the proof of Lemma 4.1.

Theorem 4.2 goes on to say that we can do better still

by allowing the sample size to vary adaptively as well.

Theorem 4.3 broadens this result to say that given any

fixed sample size design, adaptive or nonadaptive, we can

improve on it (at least do as well) with a similar design

of flexible sample size with the same expected sample size.
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In constructing adaptive sampling designs, these

results will help us in several ways. First, they point

out certain directions for optimality, such as that we

can do even better than the optimal sequential fixed

sample size design with a flexible sample size design.

Second, they give us formulas for achieving actual or

approximate optimality within certain classes of designs,

such as sequential allocation among strata or optimal

sample size for two-phase designs.

Third, and perhaps most important, they enable us

to start with familiar noninformative designs and look

for ways to improve them with adaptive procedures.

For example (Section 5) we can start with one of the designs

incorporating design-induced randomization and improve

the efficiency with the addition of adaptive features,

while retaining the key properties such as design

unbiasedness and the ability to estimate mean square

error.

Lemma 4.1: Let P
o

be the optimal noninformative

design of fixed sample size n for predicting N(A) from a

sample S(X1),...,S(Xn). There exists an adaptive design

P
a of sample size n with mean square error less than or

equal to that of Po.
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Proof: P
o

is the design which selects sampling sites

Xi,...,Xn to minimize the mean square error

E{(N-N) 2
IX ...,X

n
} , where N=E{NIS(X ),...,S(X )}.

Denote the vector X1" ..,X
n

by X.

Under design Po,

,

E{(N-N) 2 }= }= nf Et(N-N 2 ,
r

Let P
a

be an adaptive design described as follows.

(1) Suppose we have just observed part of the sample;

that is we observe S(X1),...,S(Xm) where m<n. For

brevity denote Xi,...,Xm by Xi and S(X1),...,S(Xm) by Si.

Similarly denote by X2 and S (Xm +1) ...,S(Xn)

by S2.

Given X
1

and S
-1'

P
a
selects X

2
to minimize

E{(N-N)
2 IX1,S1,X2}.

Under design Pa,

,

E{(N-N)
2 1X,S = inf E{(N-N )

2

X
2

and hence, under P

S X }
' 1' 2

- ,

E{(N-N)
2,

= E inf E{(N-N)2iXi,S1,X2 Xi}
L(

1

Under design Pa, Xi is chosen to minimize E{(N-N)
2
'Xi}

as defined above, so that under design Pa,
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E(N-N )2 = inf E {inf E[(N-N X ,S X ]1Xil
X X1 2

For the nonadaptive design P
o
we can write

E(N-N)2= inf inf Ef(N-N).2 ,X 1
X1 1.i2

since X=fX
1
,X

2
1. Expanding out the expected value

to condition also on Si, we have, again under Po,

r 2
IE(N-N) 2= inf inf EfEL(N-N) X1,S1,X2]1X1,X2}

X X1 2
By Fatou's Lemma we have

r ' 2inf EfEL(N-N) Xi
X2

Efinf EPN-N)

'X2'1
1

X ,X
2
1

S X jIX X 2}'112

for any X1.

Also, since the quantity

Ef(N-N)
2
1X1,S1,X21

is not a function of X
2'

we have

r ,

E {inf E[(N-N)
2
IXl'1S ,X2

]IX
-1

,X
2

1

1C2

r ,

= Efinf EL(N-N)
2
IX

1
lc2
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We therefore have

inf inf EfE[ (N-N)
I

Xl X2
S l' X ]IX X 11'2

= inf E {inf EDN-N) 2
IX

1'
S
l'

X
2
JIX

1
}

X
1 2

which is to say, the mean square error under Po is

greater than or equal to the mean square error under P
a

,

and the proof is complete.

From the proof of Lemma 4.1 it is not hard to see

that we could start with any noninformative design P1

and improve it by applying an adaptive procedure P2 after

the first m sites are selected. Let E
1
and E

2
refer to

expectations under the respective designs P1 and P2.

If we select the first m sites by the same procedure as

in P
1

and select the rest of the sites by an procedure

such that

1

J.
E2{(1\T-N)2IX1 ,S} -f,E,{(1\T-N) 2 IX

I
,S

1
}

for all outcomes of S1, then we may achieve lower

mean square error unconditionally with the partially

adaptive procedure P2, even though P2 may not be

optimal in any sense.
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Theorem 4.2: Let P
a
be the optimal two-phase

adaptive design with initial sample size m out of a fixed

sample size n. There exists an adaptive design PK having

random sample size K with EK=n and with mean square error

less than or equal to that of Pa.

Proof: Let X1=X1,...,Xm and X2=Xm+1,...,XK and

S
1
=S(X

1
),...,S(Xm ) and

S2
=S(X

m+1
),...,(S

K
). For simp-

licity we will drop the underlines and the vector meaning

will be implicit.

The design PK is described as follows: Given Xi

and S and given K, choose X
2
to minimize

E{(N-N)
2I
X1,S1,X2,K}

so that given Xi,Si and K, the mean square error is

E{(NK-N)
2
IX Si,K} =inf E{(NK-N)

2
1X1,S ,K,X2}

X
2

where N
K
=E{NIS(X ),...,S(X

x
)1.

Thus, for the given X1, we have a function of the initial

observations S1 and of the sample size K,

A
(S1,K)= inf E{(NK-N)

2
IX1,S ,K,X2}.

1 -L X
2

Sample size K will be chosen as a function of

the initial observation S
1.

The object is to find the
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function K(S) that minimizes

E{f (S ,K(S))1Xil
x
1

subject to

EK=n.

We will require that

E{KIX
1
} =n

whatever initial sites X
1
are selected, since the X1

may be purposively selected.

Each observation S(X
i

) is integer valued, since we

are observing a point process with a detectability

function. Thus the collection of all possible outcomes

of ={S(X
1
),...,S(Xm)1 can be put in a one-to-one

correspondence with the nonnegative integers.

We can label the set of possible outcomes of Si with the

integers i=o,1,2,... For example, the outcome fi=01

could correspond to {S(X1)=0,...,S(Xm)=0 }; the

outcome li=11 could correspond to

{S(X1)=1,S(X2)=0,...,S(Xm)=01 and so on.

Now we will suppose for the moment that each random

variable S(Xi) is bounded above by some integer h, that is



P{S(X.) < h} = 1.
1

Then the set of possible outcomes is finite and we

can identify the possible outcomes of S1 with

{i:i=0,1,2,...H} where H=hm.

Now we can write

E{f (S ,K)IX
1
} as

x
1

H
E {fs (K)IX = E f.(k.

1 i=0

where pi=P
r
{S =ilXll

and f(k)=f (i,k).
1 xl
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The sample size K(S ) is a function of S1 and so its

expectation will be

H
E{K(S1)1Xil= E k.

i=1

where we are writing ki for K(i).

We are requiring that the expected sample size equal

a specified n. Thus, we wish to find numbers

which minimize the function

H
F (k ..,k )= p.f.(k)

1
x 1" H

i=1 1 1

subject to the constraint

G(k
1 H

)= E p.k.=n
i=1 11

This problem can be solved by Lagrange's method.



Setting

u=F(k k )+XG(k k )1 ' H 1" H
we get

911
3f(ki)

Pi k. X10. = 0
1 1

which yields

9k.
fi(k.) = X

i=0,...,H
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Thils,wherliwechooSesamplesiel<=1..to make
9

the Tjz fi(k) equal subject to the restraint E {K } =n.

This result does not depend on the bound H, and so

it holds as H-*-00. Note that, since we are dealing

only with finite point processes,

lim PrfS
1
<H1=1.

H.+00

The conditional expectation Eff(S1,101)(11

under the fixed sample size design Po, with K(S1)=n

for all outcomes of S
1,

will equal this minimum only in

9the special case in which the TR- fi(k) are all equal at k=

Under the fixed sample size design Pa we have

2
E{(N-N) IX1} =Eff(S ,n)IX11=Fx (n,...,n)

1

where of course Gx(n,...,n)=En=n, while under P
f
we have

l



- 2
E {(N-N) IX1}= legi) E ff(S1,K(S1))1X11
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=inf (k k.) where G (k )=nx 1" h ) xi H
k k 11"'"

Under the flexible design P
f

, the initial sites

X
1
are chosen to minimize E {(N-N)21X } . Thus, under

design Pf we have mean square error

E(N-N)
2
= inf inf

X
1

k
F (k ).

kH xl 1

Under the fixed sample size design Pa the mean square

error is

E(N-N ) 2= inf F (n,...n)
x

X
1

1

Since Fx (n,...n) > min
1 ki,...,k

for any initial selection X
1,

we have

F (k )

xi 1

inf F
xl

(n,...n) > inf min Fx
1
(k1,...,kH)

X
1

X k ..,k
1 1" H

subject to the same constraining functions Gx1. This

establishes that the mean square error of Pf is less than

or equal to the mean square error of P
a

, completing the

proof of Theorem 4.2.
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Since the flexible sample size design Pf is more

efficient than the adaptive design Pa, it is clear from

Theorem 2 that P
f

is also more efficient than the optimal

noninformative design Po.

The minimization condition of Theorem 2 called for

choosing Ki to equalize the

3f (k,)
a

3k. 9k.
{E(N-N) I ,S

1 '

=i .}

This can be interpreted as choosing the sample size K

to equalize the marginal improvement in conditional mean

square error for each possible outcome of the observation

Equality will hold in Theorem 4.2 only in the special

case that the 3f.(k.3. )
1

3(ki)

are equal at ki=n for all i. In this case the marginal

improvement in mean square error by increasing the sample

above n is the same for all outcomes of Si

happen in particular if

El(N-N) 2IX
S kl

This would

is not a function of Sl.

Consider the case where conditional mean square error
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is proportional to 1/k or 1/k minus a constant, that

is
2

E{(N-N)
2
IX S

1
=i k} =

ui
- c

2

a
i
might be termed the conditional mean square error

per sampling unit.

Then the conditions

3 f.(k) = A, subject to E(K)=n
3k 1

become

CO

subject to E p.k.=EK
i=0 1 1

which can be solved for k
i
by setting

k. = au.
1 1

and EK = Epiaui = aEpiui

EKto give ki=aiEa

In this case sample size is chosen proportional to

the conditional mean square error, given the initial ob-

servations S
1.

The proportionality constant is the

ratio of expected sample size to expected conditional

mean square error.

Strict optimality may not be achievable in
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practice for several reasons. For some outcomes S
1
=i,

the optimal k
i
may be less than m, the sample size already

taken. And it could turn out that for some outcomes the

optimal k
i
could be larger than the number of sites

available for selection. Also, the optimal ki may not

be integer valued, and it may be necessary to round off.

In some survey situations, however, "sample size" actually

means the effective area sampled, which may be a

continucus variable.

Theorem 4.3: Let P be any fixed sample size
n

design, adaptive or nonadaptive, where the procedure Pn

is well defined for any value of n. There exists a fle-

xible sample size design Pfn with expected sample size

n and with mean square error less than or equal to that

obtained under P
n

.

Proof: Choose m<n. Let the procedure Pfn be

defined as follows.

(1) P
fn

coincides with P in the selection of the

first m sites X =X ..,X .-1 1" m

(2) For any sample size K=k, select X2=Xiri.i,...,XK

by procedure Pk (that is by design Pn with n=k).

The underlines will henceforth be omitted. This gives

conditional mean square error
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E{ (N -N)
2

,S1,K}

f (i,k) =E{ (N -N
2IX

1
,S

1
=i K=k}x

1

Procedure P
fn sample size K as a function K(S

1
)

of initial outcome S
1

to minimize

E{f (S ,K(S 1.
x 1 1 1
1

Write k
1

for the value of K(S
1

) when S
1
=i.

As in the proof of the previous theorem, the problem is

to find k1,k2,...

which minimize

Fx (k1,k2,...)=E{f
X
11

=Ep. f (i k.)
xl 1

subject to

G (k k ...) = Ep.k.=n.x '

1

By Lagrange's method as before this leads to choosing

the k- to make the partial derivatives

8k.
f
x

(i,k.)
1 1

equal for all possible outcomes Si=i, subject to the

constraint EK=n.

Thus, under Pfn we have
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E{(N-N) 2IX
1= F (n,n,...)

1 x
1

where, of course, En=n.

Since the procedure for selecting X/ is the same under

each design, we have the unconditional mean square

error under P
fn

as

E(N-N)
2
=E inf F k

'

k
2'

...)
k k 1
l' 2'

while under P
n
we have

Since

2
E(N-N) =E F x(n,n,...).

l

inf F (K " .,...,k < F
x

n,n,...)
k
l

k ..;E K=n x
1

1'

for all selections X
l'

we have

E{
inf Fx1

N

k1,,k2)}<E{F__(ri,n, .)
{lc k -EK=n}2"'" 1

and the proof is complete.
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The use of adaptive sampling designs will be

examined with the following example based on a doubly

stochastic Poisson process which is relatively simple in

structure yet serves as an approximation for some

realistic situations encountered in ecological survey

sampling. It will first be useful to prove the following

results about conditional means and variances for doubly

stochastic Poisson processes in general.

Lemma(1) Let {N(A),AEa} be a doubly stochastic

Poisson process with intensity process {A(w),weQ}.

For notational convenience write

A (A) =IA (w) dw

A

For disjoint sets A and B in a,

E[N(A)IN(B)] = EfE[A(A)1A(B)]1N(B)1

var(N(A)IN(B))=E{A(A)1N(B)1+ E{var(A(A)1A(B))1N(B)1

+ var (E[A(A)IA(B)]1N(B))

Proof: The proof uses the fact that conditional

on ,N(A) is a Poisson random variable.
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E[NAINB] = E{E[N(A)IN(B),A(A)]1N(B)1 = E[A(A)IN(B)]

= E{E[A(A)IN(B),A(B)]1N(B)1

= E {E[A(A) IA(B)]IN(B)}

var(N(A)IN(B)) = E{var(N(A)IN(B),A(A))IN(B)1

+ var(E[NAIN(B),A(A)]IN(B))

= E{A(A)IN(B)} + var(A(A)IN(B))

= E[A(A)IN(B)] + E{var(A(A)IN(B),A(B)IN(B)}

+ var(E[A(A)IN(B),A(B)]IN(B))

= E[A(A)IN(B)] + E{var(A(A)IA(B))IN(B)}

+ var(E[A(A)IA(B)7INB)

completing the proof.

Lemma(2) Let {N(A),Aca} be a doubly stochastic

Poisson process with intensity process {A(w),wcQ}, for

which we write A(A)=fA(w)dw.
A

For any set A6a, let PA(n) denote the probability

distribution of N(A), that is PA(n)=Pr{N(A)=n}

and define the function TA (n) by

PA(n +l)
TA (n)=(n+1) PA (n)

Then

E[A(A)IN(A)=n]=TA(n)

and
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var[A(A)1N(A)=n]=TA(n)(TA(n+1)-TA(n))

Proof: Conditional on A(A)=X, N(A) is a

Poisson random variable with parameter A. The conditional

distribution of A(A) given N(A)=n is, by Bayes' formula,

e
-X n

n
dF
A

(A
)

PA (n)

where F
A
(A) is the distribution function of A(A)

and P
A

(n) is the marginal probability of N(A)=n:

-Axn

n!
PA (n)-fe dFA (X)

Therefore

Xe
-X n

E[A(A)IN(A)=n = I
n!

dFA(A) PA(n)

Similarly

E[A (A)

= (n+1) PA (n+1)

PA(n)

= T (n)

(Rao, 1973 p. 338)

-X
X
n

N(A)=n]= IX2 e
n

dFA (A) PA(n)
!

P (n+2)
-= (n+2)(n+1)pAA

(n) A (n)T (n+1)
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so that

var(A(A)1N(A)=n)=TA(n)TA(n+1)=(TA(n))2

= T
A
(n)(TA(n 1)-T

A
(n))

Johnson and Kotz (1969 pp. 41-43) discuss classes

of discrete distributions based on the function

TA(n). For a simple Poisson distribution TA(n) is

constant, T
A (n)=X. For a negative binomial distribution,

T
A
(n) is a linearly increasing function of n.

Example: Adaptive sampling on a gamma - Poisson model.

Suppose the study area A can be partitioned into

h independent regions Al,...,Ah. Let {N(A),Aea} be a

doubly stochastic Poisson process with intensity process

{A(w),weQ} such that the intensity is a Gamma

random variable constant over each region A,. That is,

A (w) - gamma (a, 13)

A(w) and A(v) are independent if wcA,veA
j

A(w) = A(v) if w,vcA.

Thus, for EicA. (w)clw=A (13)

J B JP

where A.7 =A(u) forwEA.7 and 3() is Lesbegue

measure.
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We note that

A.p(B) - gamma (a,(ill(B)).

Also, for BcA.,

N(B) - negative binomial (a,6p(B))

as shown in Johnson and Kotz (1969, p. 125).

In fact, if B/,..., are disjoint subsets of the same

region then the joint distribution of N(B
1
), ..,N(B )

is the negative multinomial, that is, multivariate

negative binomial (Johnson and Kotz, 1969, Chapter 11).

Let T (n)=(n+1) P{N(B)=n+1}
P{N(B)=n} as before.

If N(B) is distributed as negative binomial (N,P) then

(N+n)! P In+1,1 P IN.(N+n-1)!, P ,nt, P )N
TB(n)=(n+1)

(N-1)! n+1)! '1+P' "--1+P' 7 (N-1)!n! '1+P' ''l+P

1+NP
+ n.

P 1+P

And hence

T
B

(n+1) -T (n) =
B 1P

As before denote A(B)=IA(w)dw.
B

Applying our previous results with N=a and P =3 (B)

we have for disjoint sets B and C contained in A. (Note

the change of notation replacing A by C to distinguish

the sample plot C from the study area A,
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E[A(C)1A(B)]= OPT A (B)

and var(A(C)IA(B)) = 0

since A(w) is constant over
J

And so, by Lemmas 1 and 2,

(1) E[N(C)1N(B) ]_P(C)T (N(B))_P(C) aaP(B) P(C) RP (B) N(B)
P(B) B P(B) 1+aP(B) P(B) 1+13p (B)

and

(2) var(N(C)iN(B)) = P(C)
17-(1) TB (N (B) )

2

+
(C)

T (N(B)){T(N(B)+1)-T(N(B)) 1
P (B) B

2
_ u(c) $u (B) (u (C)) ($11 (B)

U(B) 1+ap(B) p(B)/ '1+ap(B)'

2

2
{u (C) aP (B) (u (C))

2
RP (B)

P(B) 1+ap(B) 11(B)
(14.11(B)

2

}N (B)

In other words, having observed N(B), the conditional

mean and variance for N(C) are both linearly increasing

functions of N(B).

In fact, since the joint distribution of N(B) and

N(C) is negative multinomial (multivariate negative

binomial), the conditional distribution of N(C) given

N(B) is known to also be negative binomial (Johnson

and Kotz, 1969, pp. 292-297).
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Design : Simple two-phase adaptive sampling

The first adaptive sampling design we will examine

is the following two-phase plan:

Phase 1: Observe N(B.) for one set B. in each

region Ai, j=1,...,h.

Phase 2: Choose a plot C within one of the regions

and make one more observation N(C).

Fatou's Lemma tells us that if we choose the

location of plot C to minimize the conditional mean

square prediction error given what we observe at the

Bj, j=1,...,h, we will have lower (or at least as low)

unconditional mean square error than we would obtain with

any nonadaptive selection procedure for C.

The best predictor of N(A) will be

N(A)=E{N(A)IN(B1),...,N(Bh),N(C)}

The adaptive procedure will be to choose C in the

region AA which minimizes

E{(N-N)21CcA-3 ,N(B1),...,N(Bh)1

Let Uj denote the unobserved portion of region A,

so that

N(A.)-N(B.) if CO A.
1\1(1J .)= {

N(A.3 )-N(B.3 )-N(C) if Cc A.
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If CcA., then
3

N(A)=N(A.1)+...+N(Ah)

= N(U
1
+131)+...+N(U.+B.3 +C)+...+N(U

h+Bh )

N-N=N (1.11) N (131) ..+N (0j) -E[N U.)IN (C)

+...+N(U
h
)-E[N(U

h
)IN(Bh)]

since counts in the different regions are independent.

Thus, we have

E[N(A)IN(31),...,N(Bh),N(C),CcAl]

= E[N(A1)IN(B )]-1-...+EEN(Ai)IN(Bi),N(C)]+...+E[N(A )IN(B )]

= E[N(U1)1N(B1)]+N(B1) ...E[N(Ui)IN(Bi),N(C)]+N(Bi

+N(C)+...+EN(Uh)IN(B )]+N(Bh)

Thus

(3) EDN(A)-N(A))21CcAi,N B )])
2
N(Bi)

h
= E Ei(N(Ui)-E[N(Ui)IN(Bi)

i=1
ij

2

+E{ (NW. -ED1(1J.)1N(3.),N(C)])2NB.1

= I var(N(Ui)IN(Bi))
ij

+E {var(N(U.) 111(3.),N(c)) 133 )1
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h
= E var(N(Ai-B1 )IN(Bi))

i=1

- var(N(A.-B.)IN(B.))
3 3

E.{17.3x(N(U.7 ) 11'103. ) ,N(,N(C))
7

N(3.)].

Therefore our procedure will be to choose the set

C which maximizes

N(C))IN(B.)l
3 3 7 7

The first term above represents the uncertainty about N(A.)
3

after the first phase of sampling, and the second term

represents the expected uncertainty about N(A,) after the

second phase of sampling. Thus we choose C to maximize

the expected reduction in uncertainty.

With out negative binomial example we can compute

these conditional variances as follows. For simplicity

we will assume that the regions A.
3
are all of the same

size (Lesbegue measure), that the plots B.
7

and C are of

equal size, and that CnB7 .=4).

From

var(N(A.3

where b=

and a=ab.

equations -(1) and (2) we have

-B.) IN(B.7 )) = a+b N(B.)

11(A.-B.) f3p(B) 11(A.-B
3 7 7 i

2

(

RP (B . )

3

2

)

1-1 (B . )

7
1+131.1 (B .

7

± (

I_t (13 . )
3

1.+11(B.)
3



Also,

var(q(21.3 -B.....C)IN(B.),N(C))=a"+b"(N(B.)+N(C))
3
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P(Ai-Bi-C) RP(B.+C) -B.-C) RP(B.+C)
where b"-p(B

3 3

+C
pi

B.+C) (B +C) 1+134.1 (B +C)
)

and a'=ab'.

3 3 3
(B3) } = a'+b'(N(B.)

+B[N(C)IN(Bi)])

= a"4-b"Oi(13.)+a"+b"N(B.3 ))

=(a'+10"a")+(b"+b"b")N(B.)

P(C) $p (B.)
where b "=

-1 (B
3

) 1+1331 (B ) 1+1.1(B.)

and a"= b"

Thus the quantity (4) that we wish to maximize by

our choice of C is a linear function of N(B3):

var(N(A.-13.3 )1N(B.H
3 3

-E{var(N(A.-B.-C)IN(11. ,N(C))IN(B.)}

= (a-a'-b-a")+{b-b".(1+b")}N(B.)

The coefficient {b-b'(1+b")} can be shown algebraically

to be positive and so our optimal choice is always to choose

the set C in the region A. which had the largest observed

value N(3.3 ).
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The unconditional mean square error under adaptive

sampling can be computed by taking expectations of the

N(B,) in equation (4). The result involves the expectation

of the largest order statistic of a random sample of size

h from a negative binomial ( a, 1311 (B.)) distribution.
3

The mean square error under adaptive selection

of the second phase sample can easily be shown to be less

than the mean square error under random selection of the

second phase sample since the expected value of the

largest order statistic is of course larger than the

expected value of a randomly selected observation.

Specifically, let N(B(h)) denote the largest order

statistic of N(131),...,N(Bh). Let Eadapt(N(A)-N(A))
2
and

E
random

(N(A)-N(A))
2 denote the mean square error under

adaptive and random selection respectively.

Let a"' =a-a-7b"a" and b"=b-b-(1+b") in the

notation used previously.

Then

and

EadaritcNuo-Nw)2.: 11(a+bEN(B.))-(a"+b"'EN(B ))
(h)

E (N(A)-N(A))
2
=h(a+bEN(Bi))-(a"'+b"'EN(Bi)).

random



Thus

E random(*)
2

-Eadapt(*)
2=b"{EN(B

(h)
)-EN(Bi)l>0
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E(B(Bi))=0.(311(Bi)

Example 2: Optimal two-phase adaptive allocation

A more elaborate two-phase adaptive design would be

as follows:

Phase 1: Observe one plot B. from each independent

region Aj ,j=1,...,h.

Phase 2: Observe additional plots of given total

Lesbegue measure p(C), but allocate them in a

"conditionally optimal" manner among the reg-icmsA.. Let

C, denote the portion of C that is in region A.

Given N(B ),..,N(Bh ) we will select the C
j

to

minimize

Ef(N(A)-N(A))
2
ICJ,N(B/),...,N(Eh)}

The point processes {N(A),Aca} is assumed to have the

same structure as before. Let U. denote the unobserved

portion of A.

Then

U.
J

=A-B.-C. j=1,...,h.
3 3

E{(N(A)-N(A))
2ICJ,

N(31),N(B1),...,N(Eh)}

(continued)



h
= E E{var(U.IN(B.),N(C.))1N (B.),C.}

j=1 7 3 7 7

h
=

jE 1

{a.+b.N(B.)}
= 3 3 3

From equation (5) we get

Ru(U.) 1+11(A.)
b.-
D 14-1S14(B.) 1+1311(B.+C.)

and a.=ab.
J J

so that we wish to minimize

h
E{(N(A)-N(A)) 2

1C.,N(B
1
),...,N(B

h
)1= E (ab.+b.NB.)

7 7j=1

h Ru (U.) 1+Ru
E

j1 1+131.1(Bi) 1+13pay.4.4(ci)
(a+N(Bi))

subject to Ep (C.
)

=u (C)

Assuming that
3 3

are of

egualsize,andthatIl(A.)is large with respect to

p(B.) and p(C.) so the ratio p(U.3 )
3 7

1+(B.)
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is approximately

the same for each j, then the problem is mathematically

the same as optimal allocation in stratified random

sampling from classical sampling theory.

Thus the optimal selection procedure for the second

phase is to choose a set C. from each region A. such

thatthequantity(14.11(B.)+p (C.) ) is proportional
3 7
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to Va+N(B.

That is, choose Cj so that

(6) 1102, =y1/a+N(B.) -
6

- 11(B.)

u(C)+-+ u(B)
6where y-

E a+N(B.)
j=1 3

If the A. and B. are not of the same size for all j,

then the optimal size of the second phase plots can be

found by Lagrange's method. The solution is

where

where

a+N (B . )1
-+.

17

6
11( )=y(P(A.)/ (- + P(B.))C

1
-+11(B.)
6 3

h a+N(Bt)
Y=(h/6+1-1(B)+P(C))+ E

1
f(l/61-il(A

SZ, 1/6+11 (BO
=

The corresponding approximate choice would be

N(B.)
fc ) =y*1-1 (Bi )A 3.1

3
)

(B
3

)

h N(B
k

)

1*=(1-1(B)+11(C))+ E {1.1(At) p(B )1
1

Note that. C , could consist either of one con-

nected set or of several scattered plots within A..

Ifinsomeregionthe"optimal"sizeofC.turned

out to be negative, then of course strict optimal alloc-
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ation would not be possible. In such a case we could

saYthattheihitialplotE.3 was larger than necessary.

Since the formula (6) for optimal second phase

allocation would be cumbersome to compute in the field

and requires knowledge of the parameters a and 6, it is

attractive to consider the "approximately optimal"

procedure of choosing the Cj to make p(B.+C ) proportional

to N(B2). For a given mean intensity EA ,=a, the approx-

imate procedure becomes closer to the optimal procedure

as R becomes larger and a smaller. As $+00 the two proced-

ures merge since under the optimal selection procedure of

formula (6),

/EA,lim p(C.)=1initYv__I + N(B.)
134-`)°

=y'VN(B.) I1(B.)

so that p(C.3 +B.3 )« N(B.)

Since A(w) has a gamma (a 13) distribution,

_var (A (w) )

EA (w)

and
var N(B) - 1+
E N B)

13p(B)

Thus the approximately optimal two-phase adaptive

design will work especially well if the process N(A) is

highly overdispersed.
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Design 3: Two-phase flexible sample size adaptive sampling.

Let the expected sample size be fixed for each

region A., i=1,...,h at EK-"h C)

The total expected sample size for region A, will be

EK4.11(3.).

The relevant conditional mean square errors are given

in equation (6). The conditional mean square error assoc-

iated with region A, is, from equation (6),

E{(14(A.3 )-N(A.3 ))211\1(3.),C1

= a (b-k)
(c+k)

(1/11(AL.)) (a+N(B.))
where a

1/13+11(B.)

b = 11(A.3 )-11(B.3 )

c = 1/f3+1.1(B.)

and k=11(C.).

Using Lagrange's method to find k which minimizes

b-k
a c+k
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subject to

K-u (C)
h

we get

k.=Va(b+c)-c

E(K)=Epiki=UpiVai(b+c)-cEpi

Where the subscript i refers to the value of N(Bi).

This gives

E (k) +c
E--Ea (b+c)

and hence

a+N (B . )

k= (A . ) ) 1/
1 EK+p (B) +1/
f3 f3+p (B

13

(1.+11 va+N (B . )

1/$+. (B . )

-T -p(Bj)

EK+p(B.)+-
1

1
= /a+N(B.) (

R T - p(B.)
3 Ea+N(B.)

The foregoing examples have been framed in terms

of observations on plots: that is, the detectability

functions are set indicator functions. In our sampling
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process notation we would write for example

S(r7 .)=N( )Bj

where the detectability function is gr (w)=1B (w).
j j

We will now observe that the results of the example hold

for sampling processes with more general detectability

functions such as typically occur in animal surveys.

If {N(A),A a} is a doubly stochastic Poisson

process with intensity process {A(w),wcQ }, then

conditional on A(), N(B) is a Poisson random variable

with parameter fA(w)dw.
B

If fS(r),rEQ1 is a sampling process on {N(A)} with

detectability functions {gr(w),r,wcW, then conditional

on A(), S(r) is a Poisson random variable with parameter

fgr(w)A(w)dw.

If BcA, then conditional on A(-), N(B) and N(A-B)

are independent Poisson random variables with parameters

fA(w)dw and I A(w)dw respectively.
B A-B

Likewise if the detectability function gr()

vanishes outside A, then conditional on A(), S(r)

and (N(A)-S(r)) are independent Poisson random variables

with parameters fgr(w)A(w)dw and f(1A(w)-gr(w))A(w)dw

respectively. In other words, conditional on the intensity

of a doubly stochastic Poisson process, the number obser-

ved and the number undetected on a survey are independent
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Poisson random variables.

In our gamma-Poisson example with independent

regions, if gr() is a detectability function which

vanishes outside region A., then conditional on

A(), S(r) has a Poisson distribution with parameter

fg
r
(w)A(w)dw=A.fg

r
(w) dw.

A.fg
r
(w) dw itself has a gamma (ct,fg

r
(w)dw)

distribution and so the number of animals detected S(r)

has a negative binomial (cc,fgr(w)dw) distribution.

Similarly, if gs(.) is another detectability function with

support contained in region A. and g
s
() and g ()

do not overlap, i.e. fgrgsdw=0, then S(r) and S(s)

have a joint negative multinomial distribution. The

number not detected (N(A.)- S(r) -S(s)) has a negative

binomial distribution with parameters

(a,$f(1A,(w)-gr(w)-gs(w))dw).
3

Thus the preceeding results and formulas hold

for more general sampling processes than plots, with para-

meters such as u(C) replaced by the ones with the

appropriate integrals such as fgr(w)dw.

For adaptive allocation problems, the size u(C.3 )

of the second phase may be replaced by the total effective
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gr (w) dw
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within each region A.. In allocating sampling effort
7

between regions, the effective areas surveyed may

be determined by such factors as number of survey

sites or length of time spent at each site.
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5. ADAPTIVE SAMPLING STRATEGIES:

DESIGN UNBIASED AND MODEL UNBIASED

In the preceding section we have treated inference

from the sample as a pure prediction problem. Given

a vector S(g) of observations, prediction theory tells

us that the best predictor of N(A) is EDN(A)1S(g))].

Using that ideal predictor, we saw how adaptive

sampling designs gave us lower mean square error than

nonadaptive designs. In practice, however, the

parameters of the process are usually not known, and

hence we do not know the conditional expectation of N(A).

The present section develops the concepts of

"design unbiased adaptive sampling strategies," by which

we may achieve certain desirable inference properties

when we have little or no knowledge of the population

process itself, and "model unbiased adaptive sampling

strategies," which can provide efficient and practical

sampling methods when we are able to assume certain

key properties about the underlying model.

The terminology defined in this section coincides

as much as possible with that used by Sarndal (1978)

and Cassel et. al. (1979) in their papers on design-

based and model-based inference in survey sampling.
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However, it is necessary for us to extend the existing

concepts and definitions to accomodate our interest

in adaptive or "informative" designs, and to deal with

the sampling situations which arise when point

processes are sampled through detectability functions.

Let {N(A,w),A6a,wa} be a stochastic process on a

measure space (Q,a p) with an associated probability

space {0,,13}.

Let G be a collection of detectability functions

defined on Q.

Then {S(g w),geG,wEE2} defines a sampling process.

Now suppose that the sample g,,...,g
n

is itself

selected according to some probability procedure, so

that there is a probability measure over G as well as 0;

call it P(GnxQ).

The sample gi,...,gn selected from G
n

will be

denoted simply by g where the vector meaning is

clear from the context. A potential survey observation

may be denoted by S(G), where the sample G is itself a

random entity taking values in Gn
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Definition: The conditional probability P(glw)

of selecting sample g given the realization w is

called the design of the survey.

Definition: The marginal probability measure dP(w)

over Q is called the model of the population.

Definition: A sampling design is called

noninformative if

P(glw)=P(g)

With a noninformative design, the probabilities

of selection do not depend in any way on the realization

of the point process. In particular, the probabilities

of selection at any point during the survey do not

depend an any previous observations made during the

survey.

Note that with an informative design, the condition

P(gjW)P(g)

implies also

Nwlig)P(w)

An informative design in which the probability of

selection at some point in the survey depends on the

outcome of previous observations during the survey

will be called a sequentially adaptive design, or

simply an adaptive design.
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A design in combination with an estimator or

predictor N will be called a sampling strategy.

In most applications we will be interested in

predicting either N(A), the number of animals or plants

in region A, or N(A)/1-1(A), the density of animals or

plants in region A. More generally, we can predict S(g),

where g is a detectability function which may or

may not be a set indicator function.(Recall that

N(A) is the same as S(g) where g=1A(.) ). In the

examples which follow we will be concerned with statistical

prediction of the density N(A)/11(A), rather than the

abundance N(A). The results can easily be rephrased

in terms of prediction of N(A) by multiplying density

by OA).

Definition: A strategy is called design unbiased

for N(A) if

E(Nlw)=N(A,w) for almost all we2

Definition: A strategy is called model unbiased

for N(A) if, for any selection g from G,

E(NLG=g)=E(N(A) IG=g)

Definition: A strategy is called globally unbiased

or unconditionally unbiased for N(A) if

E(N)=E(N(A))
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If a strategy is design unbiased, it will be

globally unbiased regardless of the model assumed for the

point process itself. Similarly, if a sampling strategy

is model unbiased, it will be globally unbiased.

For choosing a sampling strategy and for analyzing

its statistical properties, both design-based and model-

based considerations are important, and this is

especially true with adaptive designs. The advantages

to be gained by an adaptive design depend on the

behavior of the population; that is, on the model.

At the same time, design-induced components of the

probability structure such as randomization can protect

against departures from an assumed model and can make

the statistical properties of the survey inference

easier to assess.

5.1 Design unbiased adaptive sampling strategies

The following example describes a sampling strategy

that is design unbiased. To analyze the statistical

properties of the strategy, we first condition on the

specific realization w. Conditional on A , some of

the familiar results of classical design-based sampling

theory apply. Since the strategy is design unbiased,
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the predictor of density N(A)/p(A) is unconditionally

unbiased regardless of the underlying model. On the other

hand, the efficiency of the particular adaptive sampling

rule used will depend on the properties of the population

being surveyed. The mean square error of the predictor

will depend on the model and on the adaptive procedure.

However, we find that regardless of the model or specific

procedure, we can obtain an unbiased estimate of the

mean square error.

Example: Design unbiased adaptive sampling strategy.

The object of the survey is to predict D, where

D=N(A)/p(A), the density of animals or plants within a

study area A. The region A is partioned into n primary

units A
11

...,A
n

. Each primary unit is subsampled,

but with varying intensity. The sampling intensity

in the ith unit will depend on what was observed in

the (i-1)th unit.

Each primary unit A is partioned into M secondary

units (plots) Bil,...,Bim. each of the same size (Bi1).

The collection G of detectability functions

consists of {gij, i=1,...,n;j=1,...,M}

where gij=18ii()

the indicator function of the set Bij .
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The survey design is according to the following

procedure.

(1) Select at random a fixed number M
1

o f detect-

ability functions from the subcollection gll"'"g1W
Call this sample G111...,G1 . That is, from the first

1
primary unit Al, we select at random M

1
of the secondary

units .Bij

(2) Observe the values of S(G11),...,S(Gim ).
1

That is, count the animals in the subsample from the

first primary unit.
M1

(3) Let S(G1.) = E S(G
lj

), the total number
j=1 M1

observed in Al And let 11(G 1)= E 1G (w) dw,
1 ij=1 Q j

the total effective area surveyed in Al. Select M
2

detectability functions at random from the subcollection

{g21,"g2M" where M2 is a function of S(G1.) and

p(G1.). Thus the sample size selected from A2 is a

random variable depending on the earlier observations.

And so the effective area 11(G2.) is a function of

S(G
1.

) and p(G
1.

).

(4) Similarly, 11(Gi.) will be a function of the

S (Gi..) and 11(Gi..) for i'<i, i=2,...,n.

Our predictor D of density D will be the "mean of

the ratios" estimator
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D = 1 S(G S(G
2
) S(G n)

11(G
1

+
.) 11(G

2
.)

+...+
11(G

n
.)

Result 1: Design unbiasedness. D is design unbiased for D.

Proof: Conditional on a realization w of the process

{N(A,w)}, N(A) is a finite population consisting of n

primary and M secondary units. Certain results from

finite population sampling theory therefore apply for

the given w.

First,

S(G
1'

) N(A
1
,w)

E{ 1=E{
11(G

1
.) 1.1(A )

1

since the G are a simple random sample from11"'"G1M
1

{gll''''' g1M
} and N(A ) =

1
S(g1.,w). Since the

j=1

G]..j) are the same for each j, S(G1.)/p(G1.) is simply

the sample mean from a random sample of size Ml from a

finite population.

Next, we will need to condition on the previous

observations as well as on the realization w.

S(G..)
E{1-11-1 lw

(G..) (G..)

sincell(Gi.)isafunctionofS(G.,),11(G..), i'<i.

Again, we have conditionally a simple random sample of

size M. from a finite fixed population, and so

S(G..) N(A. w)
E{ iw

1.1(G..)1 '"' p(A.T--
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Note that 1.1.(A.) is not random. Thus,

S(G..) N(Ai ,w),w)

Ef 1 lwl
G..) p(A.)

Since the p(Ai) are all equal for i=1,...,n, we have

N(A4,w)
E[D1w] = { E

" }i=1Ai)

n

1\1(k. ,(0)

i=1 1

7111(Ai)

N(A,w)
p (A)

completing the proof of design unbiasedness.

Result 2: Unconditional unbiasedness. D is globally

unbiased regardless of the model.

Proof: E(Dlw)-
N

(

A,w)
p(A)

and so

N(A,w) N(A)
E(D) = Ef 1 = Ei

A) 1 = E(D)
1-1(A)

regardless of the distribution on w.

Result 3: Mean square error. The mean square error of D is

1 n
S(G..)

1MSE(D) = -T E E var (p(G. .)1w, S(G.. ) ,...,S(Gi_i))
i=1
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Proof: First note that E(D-D)
2=E var (D1w), because

Then,

E(D-D)
2 = var (D-D) by global unbiasedness

= E var (D-D1w) since var E (0-D1w)=0

by design unbiasedness

= E var (D1w) since D is fixed by w.

1
S(G

1.
) S(G ).

var (Dlw) = 7 var +...+ n lw \p(G ) p(G
n
.)I '

l'

We next condition sequentially on previous observations

starting with all but the last one:

S(G ) S(G .)
n 2 Var(DIW) = E var (

P(G
1)

(G .)+...+ , S(G..),P(G..),
1

pn
i=1 , , n -1)

+ var(E{
S(G

1.
) ++S(G

n
.)

, s (G..),P(G..),
(G )

. . .

(G . )

1. T1

i=1,...,n-11)

N(G .)
= Evar(71

(G .)
1w' S(G..),p(G

i
.),i=1,...,n-1)

n

,

S(G
1.

) S(G )

- 1

+ var k +...+ iw)
p(G )

(Gnn-1.1.)1. /1

S(G .) N(A ,w)
since Ef

1.1 (G
n

).iw ' '

p(G.. i=1,
'

S(G..) n-1 =
1 ' P (A

11

)
n n

N(A )
and var (u

p(A
n

n
)

Iw) = 0
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S(G1.) S(G
n-I

,.)
The same can be done for var(

p(G .) I... +
p(G .)

lw)

1 n-1

and so by induction

S(G..)
n

2E var(Dlw) = Evar(p(GThlw,S(G..),11(G..),i=1,...,n-1)
n

S(G
+ Evar(-----:==----(11G..) p (G

i
.),i=1,...,-2)

p(G )1-'- S 1
n

n-1.

+...+ E var(
S(G )

(G
1

)
I )

and the proof is complete.

Result 3 shows us that the mean square error of

D depends on the expected conditional variances

S (G..)
E{var(

1_1 (G .)
kJ, s(G...),p(G.,.),i-=',...,i-1)1

It may be reasonable to assume the conditional

variances depend only on the immediately preceeding unit,

i.e.,

S (G..)
E{var(

(G
1

.)
lw,S(G., ,...,i-1)1

S(G..)
= E{var( l w S( ) , p G.

1
.))1(G..) '

Gi_i.
-1

so that the selection at each unit would depend only

on the immediately preceeding unit.

With a specified model, we can analyze the benefits

of different adaptive designs just as we did in the previous

section.
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Result 4: Estimating mean square error. Define

sample variances within each primary unit conventionally

as

2 1
Mi S(G..) S (G..)

2

1

S1 =
1 13 131 MI-1 3=-'11 (G..) M. 11(G..)

2 1 n
s2 M. M.

Let s = E (1-w- )
i=1 i

iThen s 2
/1-1 is an unbiased estimator of the mean square

error of D.

Proof: Given a realization w of the process {N(A,w)},

each Ai . is a finite population consisting of M units.

From Al we take a simple random sample of size

M1. From finite population sampling theory, the

design-induced variance of the sample mean

S(Gi.)

1.1(Gi.)

is

M
1

1
S ( G )

Mi j=1 "Gij)

S(G..) M
1

S
2

1var( 1 lw = (1---)
11(G-) M Ml

1

where M
E S (g . . )

M-1

M S (g . ) 13
1 j1. 7.

j=1 P(gij)
Mil (g

1.

. )

population variance".

, the "finite

From the same familiar theory, we have the design



induced expectation of the sample variance

E{s 1w}=
1

Si

The sample variance is an unbiased estimate of the

"finite population variance"

Thus
M S

2
S(G .)

'

E {(1-Ml) M) --1Iw} = var( p(G .) 1w)

1

and hence unconditionally,

M1 S2E{(1---) S1}
M

S(G,

)

)

var(
1-1

-L

(G
1w)

1.
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For the regions Ai with i >1, we must condition also

on the previous observations.

Given w, and S(G1.), S(G2.),...,S(Gi_1.) and

p(G
1"

.), .,p(G
i-1*

.), A is a finite population from

which we take a simple random sample of size M1, so that

M. S2
E{(1-1 e S(Gi-.),

And so

-=1,...,i-11

S(G..)

7z"Var(11(31-) 1WIS(G. .),i"=1,...,i-1)

M. S
1

S(G..)
E{(1-R-) R7}= E var ((Gi .1w,S(Gi.),(Gi.),i"=1 ...,i-1)

I 'A '

It follows that

S(G .)

EIS211-11=LIE var (11 (Gil )

,11

n2
S(G .)

+ E var(
11 (G

n-""
'

iw S (G..)
'
II(G..),i=1,...,n-2)

n-1.
S(G

1.
)

+...+ E var ( iw)f
p(G

1.
)
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which equals the mean square error of D by Result 3,

completing the proof.

Adaptive selection procedures enable us to increase

the efficiency of sampling by taking advantage of

spatial tendencies such as flocking or schooling in pop-

ulations. The efficiency of an adaptive procedure

depends on the population model, as shown in Result 3

above. At the same time, a design unbiased adaptive

strategy protects us against departures from an

assumed model, as shown by Results 1,2, and 4. If

an assumed model is not correct, the inference may be

less efficient, but the estimate will still be

unbiased, and we will still be able to estimate

its mean square error.

The following application compares the effic-

iencies of an adaptive and a,-nonadaPtive strategy in a

real situation.

Application:

The above design is applied in somewhat modified

form in shrimp surveys covering the Gulf of Alaska,

the Alaska Peninsula, the Aleutian Islands,

and Kodiak Island waters.

Ocean shrimp are assessed by trawl surveys,
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in which each observation consists of towing a net

along the ocean floor for a measured distance and then

observing the catch. Assuming that every shrimp

within the path of the net is caught, population

density can be estimated from the average catch per

"area swept" by the net.

Shrimp have a well documented tendency to aggregate

or school, yet the locations of the concentrations

within each area are unpredictable between surveys.

A common experience is to catch zero or near zero shrimp

for tow after tow over a broad area, and then to

encounter substantial abundance on several adjacent tows.

Figure 1 shows some data from Kodiak Island shrimp

surveys, clearly depicting the schooling tendency.

Estimated correlation between tows as a function of dis-

tance between them is shown in Figure lb, while Figure

la plots sbritp catch agaillst the catch at the

adjacent station to the east or south.

Since the surveys cover a vast area, and the survey

method is time consuming and expensive, the motivat-

ion was strong to develop a survey procedure which

would spend less effort in the areas of low encountered

abundance and more in the areas of high encountered

abundance . Because the locations of concentrations

are not predictable within areas, textbook allocation
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Figure 1. Spatial relationships in shrimp trawl survey

data.

a) Catch at sampling unit i plotted against catch at

adjacent unit to east or south.

b) Sample correlation of catches as a function of

distance between sampling units. Fitted curve is e
-ax

The data are from Alaska Department of Fish and Game

shrimp surveys in Twoheaded Gully and:KiliUda Bay,

Kodiak Island.
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methods for stratified sampling do not provide the

solution. The following adaptive sampling strategy, which

uses shorter tows in areas of low encountered abund-

ance, is one method used to deal with the situation.

1. Survey design. Each stratum is partitioned into

a grid of approximately one-square mile stations. A

one-mile tow is made at random within the first station.

If the catch of shrimp is greater than 50 pounds,

a one-mile tow is made within the next station. If

the catch is 50 pounds or less, the next tow is only

one-half mile in length. If any tow catches over

50 pounds per mile (25 pounds per half-mile tow), then

the next tow will be one mile. If any tow catches 50

pounds per mile or less, the tow in the next station will

be one-half mile in length.

2. Estimation. For each station A, density D=N(A)/11(A)

is predicted from the n tows by

S(G ) S(G )
1 1 n

D = 1717( 7777-7
n'

thwhere S(G.) is the catch of the i tow andp(G.)

is the length times the effective width of the net.

In actual practice, the weight of shrimp caught

is converted to numbers of shrimp for analysis by

weighing and measuring a subsample of the catch. For this
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example, however, we can simply use the weight ob-

servations. The process is thus a generalized point

process in which each "event" is assigned a real number- -

its weight.

3. Design unbiasedness. Since each tow, long or short

is located at random within each station, the predictor

D is design unbiased for density D as shown in the

preceding example.

4. Mean square error. From the previous example, the mean

square error of D is

2 1 S(G.)

n
2

i=1

If in addition we assume that the expected conditional

variances depend only on the immediately preceeding

station we can write

S(G1) S(G )
m.s.e. (D)= E var(

1.1.(G )

Iw)+E var(
1.1(G )

1 2

S(Gn)
I+...+ E var(G

)
W S(Gn-

n
,.-

w ,S (Gi) ,11 (Gi) )

'11(Gn- ))
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5. Reduction in expected distance towed. The total

sampling effort for a stratum is now a random variable

which depends on what is encountered as the survey proceeds.

Time saved by making short tows in areas of low encount-

ered abundance is used to explore previously unsurveyed

areas and to extend the total area covered by the surveys.

If we assume that the probability of a catch rate

less than or equal to 50 pound per mile is approx-

imately the same for short or long tows, the total expected

distance towed, X., in a stratum with n stations is

E(X.)=1+(n-1)(hp+l-p)=1+(n-1)(1-hp)

=n(1-hp)+p/2

S(Gi_i)
where p=Pr{,IG. < 50}, the probability of a low abundance

1-1'

tow.

For example, if there are 12 tows in the survey

area and the probability of catching 50 pounds or less

per mile is h, we have n=12 and p=h giving a total

expected distance towed of

EX.=12(1-1/2.1/2)+1/2(h)

=12(3/4)+1/4=9.25

as opposed to 12 miles if we used a non-adaptive plan

with one-mile tows. In this case the expected total di-

stance towed under the adaptive design is about 3/4
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the distance that would be towed with: a nonadaptive

design with one-mile tows.

6. Relative effieciency of adaptive vs nonadaptive design.

We will now compare the mean square error of the'estimate

from the adaptive design with the mean square error of

a fixed tow length design of the same expected total

distance towed.

Conditional variances of shrimp catch given the

catch at an adjacent station were estimated from the

Kodiak Island survey data shown in Figure 1. Catches

were divided into intervals of approximately equal

sample sizes, and sample variances were computed for the

adjacent stations to the east or south. Given the

catch interval of 0-50 pounds, the sample variance of

adjacent catches was only 78. Given any of the intervals

higher than 50 pounds, the variance of the adjacent

catches ranged between 1.9 million and 9.8 million,

with an average of 4.4 million. As a function of previous

catch, the conditional variance function appears to

rise rapidly and then level out. Figure 2 shows

the estimated conditional standard deviations plotted

against the previous catch. Sample standard deviations

rather than variances are plotted to more easily fit
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0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

Shrimp Catch at Previous Unit

6000 7000

Figure 2. Sample standard deviations of adjacent

shrimp catches, plotted against midpoints of intervals

of catch at previous survey unit.
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the data on the same scale.

Assuming that conditional variance depends only on

the catch rate at the immediately adjacent station,

we have from the preceding result,

1
S(G.) S(G.

-1
)

(m.s.e.D=
n2

(E var(
S(G1)

1
1

LI

(G1)
iw) +

iE=2
E varp

(G
1

) 1-1 )

))

Since there is only one tow per station, we

do not have the unbiased estimate of mean square error

described in the last section, and so we will approach

estimating mean square error through the conditional

variances. The conditional variances were estimated

using the residual mean squares from regressions on

the data of Figure 1. Separate regressions were done

for the data with previous catch rate less than or equal

to 50 pounds and that with previous catch rate greater

than 50 pounds, since the conditional variances for

the two intervals are assumed to differ substantially,

based on the grouped estimates of Figure 2.

Letting co and ui represent the conditional variances

for tows of one mile in length, the regression estimates

from the data are
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S(G.) S(G.) S(G.)
ai = E{var( 1w, 1 1p(G) p(G. )

1

p(G. )

< 50} = 72.35
1 1-1 1-1

S(G.) S(G. ) S(G. )

af = Efvar( 1-1 1-Gi_i1
> 50} = 4.050x10

6

p(Gi)
I

wip(G.
1-1 )1IP( )

For tows of lengths different from one mile,

we will assume that the conditional variance of

observed density is proportional to the inverse of

tow length. This assumption would hold exactly either

if the shrimp were uniformly distributed within a

station (locally Poisson), or if the tows consisted

of short segments randomly located within the station

rather than contiguous lengths. Thus, the conditional

variance term for a one-half tow would be twice

that for a one-mile tow, given the previous catch.

Let p denote the probability of a low-abundance

tow. Since short tows are made only after catches of

low abundance, the conditional variance associated with

a short tow is 2ai. Thus, the conditional variance

hterm for the .ttow
is

S(G.) ) S(G. )

(

E var( ,1w,
Pk

-,
)

, ) = 2aip + af(1-p)
Ul

The first tow is always one mile and so its variance

contribution is (asp + o (1 -p)).
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The mean square error for a nonadaptive design

with one-mile tows would be

rm.s.e.D
nonadapt-1

1 lad2 p + al (1 -p)}

With 12 tows and the possibility for a catch 50 pounds

or less per mile equal to 1/2, we have

n=12 and p=1/2 and

m.s.e. Dnonadapt-1 = 168,753

The m.s.e. for the adaptive design would be

1 r 2m.s.e.D
adapt

Ladp + al2 (1-p)+(n-1){2a02 p + ul(1-1))}]

With n=12 and p=11,

m.s.e.D
adapt

= 168,756

Thus, while the expected distance towed is only

about 3/4 as much, the adaptive design is 99.99% as

efficient.

A nonadaptive design with the same expected distance

towed as the adaptive design would have equal tows of

length

(1-1/2p) 5,

using the result of the last section.

With n=12 and p=15, the fixed tow length would be .77

mile for each tow.

The m.s.e. for this nonadaptive design of the same
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total distance towed is

m.s.e. Dnonadapt-.77 =1 {2 p + ai (1-p)}/Y

= 168753/.77 = 219,160

by the assumption that the variance contributions

are proportional to the inverse of tow length.

The efficiency of adaptive relative to nonadaptive

strategy with the same expected total distance towed is

rel.eff.-m.s.e. D nonada ?t. 219,160 1.30
m.s.e. D adapt. 168,756

For the same expected sampling effort, the

adaptive design gives a 30% increase in precision.

5.2 Model-unbiased adaptive sampling strategies

As defined earlier, a statistical predictor N is model

unbiased for N under a specified design and model if

E {NIG } =E {NIG}

for all realizations of G in G (typically a vector

valued G in GxGx...). For the special case of

nonadaptive (noninformative) designs, this definition

coincides with that found in the sampling literature,

namely,

E{NIG}=E{N} for all samples G in G.

Since model unbiasedness ensures global unbiasedness
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of a strategy, just as design unbiasedness does, there

is a certain parallel between the assumptions which

ensure model unbiasedness and the design-induced

randomization procedures which produce design unbiasedness.

A model-unbiased sampling strategy depends for its

unbiasedness on the properties of the underlying population

process, and it is up to individual investigators

to decide if these assumptions are reasonable in a specific

survey situation. The key properties-- such as equal

conditional expectation at equal distance in different

directions-- do in fact seem reasonable to assume in many

real-world situations.

The following example of a model-unbiased adaptive

sampling strategy will be followed by an application

specifically modified for bird surveys.

Example: Model-unbiased adaptive sampling strategy.

As with the design-unbiased example, the object is

to predict the density D=N(A)/(A)

of animals or plants within a study area A. The region

A is partitioned into n primary units Al,...,An of equal

thsize. The sampling intensity in the i unit will

depend on what was observed in the (i-1) th unit.

(1) Model. The following model structure is assumed
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about the population process {N(A),AEa} under study.

Within each primary unit Ai, {N(Bi),BicAi} is a compound

Poisson process with random intensity Ai which

is constant over A.. For i j, Ai and Ai are not

necessarily independent.

(2) Design. In Al observe S(G
1

) where G
1
represents a

survey site or sites that are not necessarily randomly

located. For example, G1 could be centrally located in A1.

In A
2
observe S(G ) S(G ). The number M

221 ' ' 2M
2

of plots is a function of the observed density S(G1)/11(G1)

in ArSimilarly,ineachregionA.,the number of plots

M. depends on the observed density

S (Gi_1.)/1-1(Gi_1.) in Ai_i , where

N.
11-1

S (Gi_1.)=Es(.).Gi
j=1

Within each region Ai, the plots G1,...,Gm are not

necessarily randomly located, but may be located in any

purposive but non-overlapping manner.

(3) Prediction of density. Density within A is

predicted by

1
S(G

l'
) S(G .)

D
11

{
-L

+...+ n 1

(G ) u(G
n
.)

l'

the "mean of the ratios" estimator.



(4) Model unbiasedness.
n S(G..)

E{DIGi.,i=1,...,n} = 7 E E ,IG.)1Gi.,i=1,...,n1
i=1 " 1

1 n
S(G..)=

1E 1

E{E[ I

1.1 (G..)
=
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i=1,..., ]lGi.,i=1,...,n1

But the regions are related to each other only through

the intensity process and so

Thus

S(G..) S(G..)
= E{

p (G
1
.) 1

IA.,i=1,...,n}
1

= A.
1

nE{DIGi.,i=1,...,n} = 1 E E{A.1
1

IG..,i=1,...,n}
n i=1

Similarly, for the actual density D,

1E{DIG = E{
N(A)----IG..,i=1,...,n}
OA)

E N(Ai)

E{i=1 IGi.,i=1,...,n}
7111(A.)

= 1 2

N(A.)
1 IG . i=1 n1

since the A. are all the same size.
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Conditioning also on the intensities,

1
N(A.)

= --EE{E[
1-1(2k.) 1

J

Thus

i=1,...
N(A.)

1
= EE{E[

(01)
1A.,ir=1,...,r)]1G."i=1,...,711

11.

=
1- EE{A.IG..,i=1,...,n}

= E{DIG..,i=1,...,n}

so that D is model unbiased for D.

Hence, D is globally unbiased for D.

(5) Mean square error of D. We will condition both on

the intensities and on the samples selected.

2
E(D-D) = var(D-D) = E var(D-D1A.,G..,i=1,...,n)

+ var(E[D-DiAi,Gi.,i=1,...,n])

= E var(D-D1Ai,Gi. i=1,...,n)

since E(D- DjA) =O by the conditionally Poisson

structure.
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E(D-D)
2
= E{var(DIA. ..,i=1,...,n)

+ var(DIAi G..,i=1,...,n)

-2 cov(D,DIAi,Gi.,i=1,...,n)

n A.
1

= E{ E
n2

i=1
p(G.)

n A.

+ E 1

i=11-1 (Ai)

p (G..)p(A.)
p(G..)A.1

i

n A. ri A.

112
E {ilk (Gi* i=E 1

1
) p(A.)

1

We can write

n Al

i=
(a

lu
E

1 + E[
p(G .)

IS G
1
.)] E[ IS (G .) ]

1 21-1

(G p-(G
3.

)

A
+...+E[ 1 IS (G )]}

1-1(G
n
.) n-r

n S(Gi.)
= E E var IS(G. .)p(G..) -11=1 1
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so an adaptive design can reduce m.s.e. by taking into

account these conditional expectations when choosing p(Gi)

as a function of S(Gi..1.).

(6) Estimating mean square error.

Let
M.

2
=

1 1
S
1 M.-1 .

i j=1

S

2

) '
2.3

the sample variance within region A..

r 2 r 2
E s21 = ELs

1
E ELs

1 13
A-,j=

= E var ,Gi.,j =1,.

since conditional on Ai, the S (G .

ij

So
A.

Si
2

= E
p(G.

Ai
= E

p(Gi )

j

.1

. Mi)

are independent.

Also, although Mi is a random variable, we have

2

E = E{ E s 2
IM.

M. M. 1'

A.

= E{11 (Gi
.,)

1 since u(G..)=M.p G..)
.

a. 13
i
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Multiplying by the sampling fraction in Ai gives

2p(G..) s
1

A
i1

E
)

E
11 (A1 .p(A) M.

1 1

11(Gi.)
Thus, letting f.

11(A ) 1
, the sampling fraction in A.,

1
we have

s
1 A.

Ai
E(1-fi) R

1 '

= E{,IG.
1.1(Al)A.

1

And so

1
Si
2

E E (1-f.) = m.s.e.D
11 11= 1 M.

1

Notice that this estimate of m.s.e. parallels the one used

in the design unbiased strategy.

Application: Bird surveys.

Bird populations are commonly surveyed with circular

plot transects (Ramsey and Scott, 1979), in which

observers stop at intervals along a line and record all

the birds they detect by sight or sound. These are called

"circular plot" surveys because the detectability function

is assumed to be a radially symmetric, decreasing function

centered on the observer at each sampling site.

Many bird species are notable for their aggregation

or flocking tendencies, indicating that adaptive sampling

designs which allocate more effort where flocks are
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encountered will often be effective. The following

adaptive sampling strategy is based on the preceeding

example.

(1) The design: Sampling sites are located at fixed in-

tervals along transect lines. Whenever the observer en-

counters high abundance, he/she visits two additional

sites on either side of the line (Figure 3). If he/she

observes low abundance on any main line site, the observer

procedes directly to the next main line site, skipping

the side sites.

The design is conceived in terms of the preceeding

example as follows (Figure 4). Each site is in the

center of a square. A primary unit consists of three

such squares. Primary unit i consists of the square

containing the ith main line site and the two squares to

either side of the (i-1)th main line site. The first

main line square and the last two lateral squares

are lumped together to make what we will call the first

primary unit. These last two lateral squares can be

either sampled or not-- the decision is nonadaptive.

The study area can contain several such transects,

either located randomly or systematically or covering

the whole area with a grid. For our treatment, we will
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Figure 3. Adaptive bird survey. A typical site

selection outcome is shown. High abundance was

observed at the third and fourth central sites, and

so additional observations were made at sites to

either side.
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START

w

Figure 4. Primary units of the adaptive bird survey.

Circles represent sites at which observations were

made. The shaded area represents the fourth primary

unit, in which three observations were made on the

survey. The first primary unit consists of the

dotted areas. Only one observation was made in

each of the second and third primary units.
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consider the study area A to consist just of three rows

of squares along a single line.

(2) Prediction. Bird population density is predicted by

r1S(G..)
D =

1 1
E

i=1.

where n is the number of primary units, Gij is a

circular plot in the ith primary unit and

M.
1

G.. = U G
j=1 ij

where M.
1
is the number of sites observed in primary unit i.

M. is either 1,2, or 3.

(3) Model unbiasedness. Model unbiasedness of D

would follow from the assumption in the previous example

of uniform distribution within primary plots. Even if

this assumption is not realistic, model unbiasedness

would still follow from two assumptions. First,

S(G. ) S(G. ) S(G.3)
11 ,1 12

Ef
-'G. NI'''("7i-1,1)11.2"-L-1G. '1"'ji-1,1)/-E-lG

NIS(Gi-1,1)
1

" 11' p% 12/ " 13'

where
G1 . -1,1

is the main line site of the (i-1)
th

unit. With the three sites equidistant from the center

point of site Gi-1,1' this condition assumes that

conditional expectation is radially symmetric. Second,
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S(G..) N(A4)
)1-Ei IN(G. )1 for all i,j.

) 1-1,1 1.1(A ) 1-1 x 1
ij

The second condition implies that the conceptual

squares are centered around the sampling site in such

a way that the sampling site has average conditional

expectation for all points within A.

Both of these assumptions may be reasonable even

in cases where one would not be willing to assume a

locally uniform distribution.

4) Reduction in expected sample size. The savings

in total observations compared to the nonadaptive design

in which all lateral sites are sampled is computed from

the probability of low abundance in exactly the way

done in the design-unbiased application.

5) Mean square error. With the assumption of

compound Poisson distribution within regions, the mean

square error of D is determined as in the preceeding

model-unbiased example. However, since some primary units

may have only one sample, we will not have the unbiased

estimate of mean square error as described in that

example.
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5.3 Optimal adaptive sample sizes

1) Design unbiased adaptive sampling strategy. With

the design-unbiased example we can derive the optimal

sample size Mi for each primary unit as a function of the

previous observations for a specified expected sampling

effort E{M.} in each primary unit.

Associated with primary unit i we have conditional

variance

S(Gi.)
var(

(GL.)
G...) i"= ,...,i-1)

11

11(G.

1

)

M.
1

1

= 2 (1---) var(S(G..)1w,p(G.,..),S(G... ),
. M 13 3..

13
i' =1, ,i -1)

Since .11G..)=M G.
1 ij

and since, conditional on w and Mi,

is the sample mean of a random sample from a

finite population of size M.

Using Lagrange's method, we can get the optimal

sample size Mi as a function of the previous observations

as done in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3;

Writing Vi = Ef.vaa.(5 ) i=1)
ij 1
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The partial derivatives are

S (G . )

E(var(
M.11(G.. 1

1 1 1J

1

2
V.
11

.11(
2

.GI3 M.2
1

Therefore Mi would optimally be chosen proportional

to V.1 . This gives (see comments following Theorem 4.2),

E(M.)
1M.=V.

1 1 E(V.)
1

as the optimal adaptive choice of sample size Mi subject

to a specified E(M.) for each primary unit.

2a) Shrimp surveys. The theoretically optimum

lengths for the short and long tows can be computed

using the above result. With the assumption that the

conditional variance of catch rate, given the previous

catch rate, is proportional to the inverse of tow

length, the optimal tow length for tow i is

E(X.)Vi
Xi
I E(V.)

S(G.) S(G.
-

) S(G.
-

)11 11
where V.2 =Eivar( 1 ,

1
w

1
u(G. -1

i

Gi-1 )



based on a unit length (e.g. 1 mile) tow.

With our application, we have

V.
1

S(G. )

1-1
ao = V75 = 8.51 if

11( Gi
50

S (G. ,)

= i4.05x10' = 2012 if
)

> 50
(Gi_i
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Let p be the probability of a low abundance tow. With

n=12 tows and p=1/2 as before,

EV.
1
= aop+61(1-p)

=1010

With expected tow length set at EXi, the optimal

length tows are

. )

1

1
X.

1

8.51
EX. .008 EX.

1
if

S(G-1
< 50

1010 p(Gi_i)

S (G.
2021 -1

1 )
X.

1010 p(G1.
= ----

11
EX. = 1.992 EX. if > 50.

1-1

The relative efficiency of the optimal sample size

adaptive design to a nonadaptive design with the same expected

tow length would be

rel eff opt adapt m.s.e. non adapt
m.s.e. opt 'adapt

n(aip + 61 (1 -p))

al l

afP+Gi (1p)+(nl) (c/ +°13
.008 1.f992

= 1.984
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Thus, the adaptive strategy would gain 98% extra

precision with the same expected distance towed.

On the shrimp trawl surveys, practical limitations

would preclude a design as extreme as the optimal one.

With expected distance towed set at one mile, the short

tows would be .008 mile. Practical limitations on

monitoring the lowering and raising of the net and

associated gear would make the extremely short tows

hard to handle.

2b) Shrimp surveys with tows farther apart. On

recent shrimp surveys, the most common practice is to

make only one tow per two-mile square, rather than one

per one-mile square. With the two-mile squares, the tows

average 2.1 miles apart.

Defining Vi as before by

S(G.) S(G. ,) S(G. ,)
2 1 iw 1-1 1 1-1 11

Elvar(11(G.)1 '11(G1-1 )' lu(GI -1 )1

where G is a one-mile tow, regression estimates from

the data given
S( )

ao = 482 when u(G1 < 100

{
1

S(G.
al = 2207 when > 100.

u(G. -1

With the present design of one-half and one mile
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tows, the relative efficiency of adaptive to nonadaptive

strategy with equal expected distance towed (EX=.77 as

shown previously) is

rel eff adapt = TiTisT-07i(1-p)+(n-rrta°
n+af(1-p))

'.5

= 1.24

Thus, the present design gives a gain in precision

of 24%.

We will now compare this gain to that achievable

with optimal length tows.

With p=1/2 as before we have

EV.=a0p+a1(1-p)-1344.5

and the optimal tow lengths are

.358 EXi, if previous catch is < 100
EX.

X. = 1 Vi = {
EV.

1.642 EX., if previous catch is > 100

With EX. set at one mile, this would mean .36 mile

tows following low catches and 1.64 mile tows

following high catches. That is, short tows about one

fifth the length of the long tows.
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The relative efficiency of the adaptive design for

a specified expected distance towed is

rel eff opt adapt = m.s.e. nonadapt
m s.e. opt adapt

n(aip+o(1-p))

af,p+cl (1-p)+(n-1) (0-3P ai (ln))
.358 1.642 L'"

= 1.37

The optimal adaptive design would give an increase

in precision of 37%.

3) Optimal sample size for the model-unbiased

adaptive sampling strategy example. For a given expected

sample size E(Mi), we can derive the optimal sample size

given the previous observations. By our preceeding

results on the model-unbiased example,

S(G..) A.

var(1G.)1S(Gi_1)) = E{
11 (G1 .)

IS(G..)}
.

1
11

E{A.IS(G1 .)}
(G..) 1

Since 11(G
i ij
)=M.11(G ), the conditional variance is

proportional to the inverse of sample size.
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By Lagrange's method (see comments following Theorem

4.2) the optimal choice is therefore to choose M.
1

proportional to E{AilS(Gi.)} . That is,

m.
1

= VE{A.IS(G..)} E[Mj]
1 1

EPE{Ails(Gi.)}]
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6. DISCUSSION

The structure of sampling processes provided us with

the notational and conceptual framework with which to

develop sampling methods and theory for point processes.

In particular, the structure applies to many of the

sampling situations that arise in ecological studies. The

covariance and crosscovariance results for sampling

processes can be used to evaluate the statistical properties

of particular sampling methods. In addition, the

sampling process setup has enabled us to make use of concepts

from the design and model viewpoints of survey sampling

in our endeavor to develop better sampling strategies to

apply to point processes.

We have seen that, except in special circumstances,

any nonadaptive sampling design can in theory be improved

upon by incorporating adaptive sampling procedures.

Similarly, except in special circumstances, any fixed

sample size sampling design--adaptive or nonadaptive- -

can in theory be improved upon by using an adaptively

flexible sample size. These results were demonstrated with

some simple designs applied to a completely specified point

process model.

For realistic situations, in which the Model for the
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point process may not be completely specified, we developed

some simple but practical adaptive sampling strategies.

Design unbiased adaptive sampling strategies

use adaptive selection to increase survey efficiency

while using design unbiasedness to protect against dep-

artures from an assumed model. If an assumed model

is incorrect, the inference may be less efficient, but

it will still be unbiased, and we will still have an

unbiased estimate of the mean square error.

Model unbiased adaptive sampling strategies also

have the potential to increase efficiency through

adaptive selection. The main advantages of model

unbiased adaptive designs with purposive rather than

randomized selection are to increase efficiency by sel-

ecting a "best" sample, e.g. one that is"representative",

and to increase the convenience of the travel path for

the sampler. In addition, model unbiasedness is a

desirable quality in itself from the viewpoint of

assessing the inference conditional on the sample

selected-- given the sample selected, the inference

has certain properties that a randomly selected sample

may lack.

The chief disadvantage of the model-based approach

with purposive selection is that the unbiasedness
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and the ability to estimate mean square error depend on

assumptions made about the model. Still, the key property

required for model unbiasedness in our examples was

equal conditional expectation at equal distances,

and this assumption may indeed be realistic to assume

in many survey situations.

In the shrimp survey application, the design-unbiased

adaptive sampling strategies in use gave 24% and 30%

increases in precision over the corresponding nonadaptive

strategies with the same expected sampling effort. We

computed that gains of 37% and 98% would be theoretically

achievable, not considering limitations of the trawl

gear. 'It seems likely that substantial improvements

in efficiency can be achieved in many survey situations

through the development and application of practical

adaptive sampling strategies.
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APPENDIX

Factorial Moment Density Functions

With some modifications in definition, we follow

the exposition of L. Fisher (1972).

Suppose that {N(A),Aca} is a stochastic process on

a measure space {Q,a,p} such that for every bounded

Boreal set ScQ we have density functions with respect to

Lebegue measure describing the distribution of objects

in S, that is, we have functions hi(xl,...,xi) such that

for disjoint Borel subsets Al,...,Ai of S

P{N(S)-i,N(A,3 )=1,j=1,...,il

=P{N(5)=i}PIN(A.7 )=1,j=1,...,i1N(S)=i}

= P {N(S) =i}i!! I ...f hi(xl,...,xi)dx ...dxi.
AlA

2
A.

One might think of hi(xv...,xi)dx1...dx1 as the conditional

probability, given i events in S, that the first event

is in dxl, the second event is in dx2,..., and the i
th

event is in dx
1.

Note that each x
j
may be multi-

dimensional and a single integral sign denotes integration

over a set in multidimensional space.
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The i! arises from the possible permutations in

the order of the w ,j=1,...,i.

Let Sk denote the cartesian product of S with

itself. For m>k, let f hm (w
'

wm ) denote the

integral with respect to the last k arguments.

Note that f h.3. (w
1
,...,w.)=1.

S

Let {wi,...,wi} < S.

Definition: The rth order factorial moment density function

is
CO

f (w w )= E P{N(S)=r+kl
(r+k)!

r 1" r r!
k=0

k
hr+k(w11"wr''wr+ )dwl r+k

S

One might interpret hrl_k(wi r+k)dwldwr+k

as Pr{lst event is in dwi,...,r+kth event in dwr+kIN(S) r +k}

and I hr+ ( ''wr+k)dwl dw
r+k

as

s
k

Pr{lst event is in dwl'" '' rth
event in dx 1N(S)=r+k}

and
(r+
r
k) !

.

k
h
r+k

S
''wr+ ...dw as

r+k

Pr {one of the r+k events is at dwi,..., one is at

dw
r
iN(S)=r+kl.

So f
r
(w1" w

r
)dw1 .dw

r
would be interpreted as

Pr{one event in dw
'

. another in dw
r
}.


